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Ge.ng Started 
 

If you have not yet iniQalized your Gateway or created users, please refer to our Quick Start Guide before conQnuing. This 
guide is available to our authorized partners in the Qumulex Partner Portal, in the “Docs” folder.  

Once you are ready to start using QxControl, click on the link in your welcome email, or the applicaQon can be accessed 
via the following URL:  

hkps://app.qumulex.io  
 

QxControl is flexible and easy to use, almost any modern browser will work with our applicaQon and will provide the 
same experience on both Mobile and Desktop devices. You can use a Windows, Mac, Chrome OS, or Linux based 
OperaQng Systems without any significant change to your experience. For mobile devices, both Android and iOS are 
supported. 

Please Note: Older/Legacy AcQve-X based browsers, such as Internet Explorer, are not able to work with the modern 
JavaScript needed to build the QxControl user experience. In the example of Internet Explorer, its replacement (Microsoo 
Edge) should be used instead.  

 

Logging in For the First Time 
 

Step One: To log in the first Qme, follow the link in your “Qumulex User RegistraQon” email, or open your browser and 
enter the address hkps://app.qumulex.io . (In this example, we are using Google Chrome for all steps.)  

 

 
 

 

https://app.qumulex.io/
https://app.qumulex.io/
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This will bring you to the first-Qme user log in page. You can choose to log in using your Google profile or use your email 
address. For this example, we will use our email address. 

Step Two:  

Enter the email address used by your system administrator to create your user profile, then choose “Next”:  

 

 
 

This will bring you to the “Create account” page. Again, use the correct and case sensiQve email address provided by 
your system administrator and for the first and last name. You will then create your own password and choose “Next”. 
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Step Three:  

You will now see a prompt in the lower right of your screen advising that you have received an email for verificaQon. If 
you check your inbox and spam folder and do not see an email, you can choose to “re-send Email” in the prompt.  

 

 
 

Next, open the verificaQon email You will then receive an email at the specified email address. You must click on the link 
within the message to verify your email address.  

 

              

 

 

NOTE: If you did not receive the email: (1) verify that your Admin used the correct email address in QxControl (2) and 
check your spam folder. (3) Go back to the prompt in the beginning of step 3 and choose “re-send email”   
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Step Four:  

Once you have clicked on the link you will receive this message indicaQng you are successfully authorized. You may now 
return to hkps://app.qumulex.io and log in to the service!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://app.qumulex.io/
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Common First Time Log in Issues 
 

Oops! If you receive this message aoer akempQng to log in, something is wrong.  

 

 
 

 

If you receive the “Not Authorized” error page, here are the common reasons and how to resolve:  

 

1) Consult with your system administrator to ensure they correctly entered your email address and name.  
 

2) Please verify that your system administrator assigned you a “Role” in QxControl. This is required for access to 
the applicaQon.  
 

3) Please verify with your system administrator that you are a valid user in QxControl. The user authenQcaQon 
system will not stop you from creaQng a log in, even if you are not yet a user in the QxControl. You will sQll be 
allowed to verify your email successfully. You will however see the “Not Authorized” error once you akempt to 
log in as there is no user in QxControl to authenQcate you with.  

 
If you are sQll unable to access QxControl aoer compleQng these steps, please contact your authorized Qumulex partner 
for help.  
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Logging in For the First Time: From a Mobile Device  
 

One of the many advantages of QxControl is that you get the same user experience on a mobile device as you do when 
using your desktop system or laptop. Another advantage is that you do not need to download and configure a mobile 
app. You will simply use your internet browser just as you would on your PC, for example.   

 

While this is very intuiQve and easy to do, here are a few quick Qps to get your mobile experience started off right.  

 

Please note: This example uses an Apple iPhone but also works great with Android devices.  

 

Step One:  

To log in the first Qme, click on the link in your welcome email, or open your mobile browser and enter the address 
hkps://app.qumulex.io . In this example, we are using Apple Safari:  

 

                                                                          

 

https://app.qumulex.io/
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Use the same email and password as you used to setup your access from a computer, or follow the same steps as noted 
on pages 4 through 8 to set up you log in credenQals.  

Step Two:  

Once you are logged into QxControl, we want to create a shortcut on your device to allow quick and easy access to 
QxControl.  

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

Open your browser (on iPhone use Safari) and go to hkps://app.qumulex.io . You will authenQcate using the same 
credenQals you used when creaQng your account on desktop. You will need to read and accept the terms & condiQons to 
advance.   

 

https://app.qumulex.io/
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 Step Three:  

In this example using an iPhone, we can access the “Share” Menu using the icon that resembles a square with an arrow 
at the top.  

 

     

 

 

 

You will now see the “Share” Menu. Select the opQon for “Add to Home Screen”.   
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This will present the “Add to Home Screen” menu. Enter the name you would like to see below the shortcut icon and 
press “Add” to submit your shortcut to Home Screen.  

 
 

     
 

You will now see the icon on your home screen, and opening the app via this shortcut will open a “PWA app” that is 
easier to use and has the look and feel of a naQve app.  
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Note: For iOS devices this procedure works in Safari, however the Google Chrome app or Firefox app may not support 
Add to Home Screen on iOS, depending on your iOS version.  

 

 

                                                   

 

  

 

Note: For an Android device, you will see the opQon to add to Home screen at the bokom of your webpage view.  
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Using the applica8on 
Simple to use 
  

QxControl is a progressive web app (PWA). This means that it is the same applicaQon on every device, computer, tablet, 
and phone. PWA’s are the next generaQon of applicaQon with several benefits over more tradiQonal soluQons that have a 
Windows PC-based browser app, a Mac version, IOS app and Android app, which in its Qme was an improvement over 
the fat client PC or Mac applicaQon.  

The first key benefit of a PWA is that there is only one app. Only one app to learn and support with the same features 
and the same experience across all devices. A PWA also means that there is nothing to install on a Mac or PC, just open a 
browser and browse to hkps://app.qumulex.io.  

On iPhones, iPads or Android devices just browse to the same link. For convenience on any 
mobile device, our app will offer an ‘Add Qumulex to home screen’ opQon that will put an 
app icon on your home screen (see the screenshot on the right) so it feels just like an app. 

One of the keys that make PWA’s work is that the app will adapt itself to the display size of 
the device to provide the best experience. A good example of this is the NavigaQon bar will 
auto-collapse on smaller screens but sQll be available by clicking on the hamburger icon.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             

               

 
          Mobile                      Desktop  
 
 

https://app.qumulex.io/
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On a device with a smaller display or when the browser has been made a small enough size, the navigaQon menu gets 
tucked away. To Navigate through the QxControl applicaQon and jump to a different page, simply tap the hamburger icon 
(circled in red) to unhide and then tap again to collapse and regain full view of your screen once you have made your 
selecQon.  
 
The menu can also be hidden and will automaQcally hide when the display area is narrow enough, even on a larger 
screen.   
 

 
 
Most items can be edited by double clicking on them. Otherwise click or tap to select the item such as a camera, then 
click or tap the desired acQon. 
 
Naviga=ng QxControl 
Using QxControl is an intuiQve and simple process. Here are some of the features built into the user interface to help 
guide your experience.  
Search Bar 
Most pages have a search bar in the upper right corner. Typing in the search bar will automaQcally search across many 
fields of informaQon. For example, on the People page, the search will look across first name, last name and employee id 
all at the same Qme.  
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Administrator Specific Se3ngs  
 
This sec3on will focus on se:ngs that are specific to the Customer Admin.  
 
Privacy Controls  
 
Privacy controls are available to a Customer level Admin only. This means that an Integrator or Qumulex level user 
cannot adjust these se^ngs, only a user that is set to the scope of the Customer. This is to allow a Customer to have 
control over when a support person from Qumulex or the integrator can see video or operate doors.  
 
Depending on the type of services being provided by the Integrator, the Customer may prefer to allow access to video or 
doors. This opQon is not required but is available to those Customers who prefer to limit external access to configuraQon 
se^ngs only.  
 
To change the Privacy se^ngs, a user set to the Customer scope with the “Admin” role should go to the Places Page. 
Then choose the Customer level and choose “Edit Place”. 
 

 
 
Next you will down scroll to the “Customer Se^ngs” field:  
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By default, the op3ons are “allowed” to enable Qumulex and your integrator to fully service and operate the 
customer site. If desired, you can choose to enable or disallow the following op3ons:  
 
Allow Access to Qumulex Support Staff: This op3on enables Qumulex Support to remotely view video and 
operate doors to troubleshoot & resolve issues when a support call is received. When disabled, Qumulex 
support will not be able to troubleshoot video or door related problems unless re-enabled in this menu by the 
Customer Admin.  
 
Allow Video Opera7ons by Security Dealer: This op3on enables the Integrator to remotely view video 
troubleshoot & resolve issues when a support call is received. When disabled, the Integrator will not be able to 
troubleshoot video related problems unless re-enabled in this menu by the Customer Admin.  
 
Allow Remote Door Opera7ons by Security Dealer: This op3on enables the Integrator to remotely operate 
doors to troubleshoot & resolve issues when a support call is received. When disabled, the Integrator will not 
be able to troubleshoot door related problems unless re-enabled in this menu by the Customer Admin.  
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Global Two Factor Authen8ca8on  
 
Customer Admins can choose to force all users in the Customer organizaQon to use Two-Factor AuthenQcaQon. This 
secQon will cover how to enable this opQon.  
 
Note: Once enabled, QxControl will force users to exit Globally and require them to setup Two-Factor AuthenQcaQon 
before logging in again.  
 
It may be advisable to warn users about the forthcoming change and allow them to download and setup an 
AuthenQcator App on their device before requiring 2FA Globally.  
 
 
The first step is for a Customer Admin to open the Places Page and choose the Customer Scope level. Then 
choose “Edit Place”: 
 

 
 
Next, scroll down to “Authen3ca3on Se:ngs” and check the box to require 2FA:  
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User Menu 
located at the very bokom of the navigaQon tool bar is the user menu which is accessed by clicking on the username or 
avatar. The user menu offers the following:  

• Release Notes: This provides a link to the Release Notes highligh3ng the changes for each 
QxControl so\ware update.  

• Sign Out: Signs user out of the current browser session  
• Version/Build: Displays the current version of QxControl, and the build date.  

 

 
 
User Se3ngs Menu 
located near the bokom of the navigaQon tool bar is the user se^ngs menu. We will discuss each in more detail in this 
chapter, in summary however, here are the opQons are available in this menu:    

• Device Se>ngs: Available se:ngs for playback specific to the device you are using.  
• Profile: Change your display name and avatar.  
• Authen7ca7on: Op3ons such as Two-Factor Authen3ca3on and Global Sign-Out.  
• Offline Access:  Configure your local login access when the internet is down.  
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Device Se;ngs 
 
Device se^ngs allows you to make changes to playback behavior on your current device. Changes made here will not 
affect playback behavior on other devices that you use for QxControl.  

• Default Views:  Enabled by default, this op3on allows you to enforce the default view when using 
Live, or not. Do you want to see the default view when you navigate to the Live page? If yes, you 
want this enabled.  

• Live Event Borders: Enabled by default, this op3on allows you to choose if you want the colored 
borders indica3ng mo3on or con3nuous recording on Live Video. (Blue & Green)   

• Play Video on Load: Enabled by default, controls if playback or clip video automa3cally plays when 
loaded. If not enabled, you would be required to press the play bufon to start video playback.   
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Device Se;ngs (Advanced Op8ons)  
 
By choosing the “Advanced” bukon, you can expose addiQonal opQons:  
 

 
 
 
Once the sub-menu is revealed, you will see the following opQons:  
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Most of these opQons are used primarily for troubleshooQng but are available to you if desired.  

• Player HUD:  Heads up Display used for troubleshoo3ng and displays technical details about the 
video streams such as GOP data and dura3on:  

 

 
 

• Force Cloud Playback: Choosing this op3on forces QxControl to ONLY PLAY VIDEO STORED IN THE 
CLOUD. This will disable any video stored on the Gateway and is NOT RECOMMENDED. This feature 
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is primarily used to audit and verify that cloud stored video is being stored and is available for 
playback as expected.    

• Force iOS Player: This is used for troubleshoo3ng and should not be enabled for normal usage.   
• Trickle ICE: a supplementary mode of ICE opera3on in which candidates can be exchanged 

incrementally as soon as they become available (and simultaneously with the gathering of other 
candidates). Connec3vity checks can also start as soon as candidate pairs have been created. This 
op3on is helpful if player debugging should ever be required and is ENABLED by default.  

• Stun and Turn: By default, this is enabled and allows video streams to connect in the fastest 
manner, locally if you are local to the Gateway or via the cloud service if remote, for example.  
Having both enabled allows QxControl to determine the fastest path and deliver the video stream in 
the fastest way possible.  

• Stun Only: In effect, choosing this means you will not connect locally to the Gateway if faster, you 
will always pull video streams from the cloud service. (Not recommended)  

• Turn only: The reverse of stun only, you will only get video locally from the Gateway and will not 
pull video from the cloud service. (Not recommended)  

It is not recommended to change Stun & Turn se>ngs unless advised by Qumulex Support to do so.  
 

User Se;ngs Menu:  Your Profile   
 
Very simply, this menu allows you to choose your Avatar image and name.  
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Authen8ca8on (Global Sign Out)    
 
The AuthenQcaQon menu is a valuable resource allowing you to manage all QxControl browser sessions as well as 
allowing you to enable Two-Factor AuthenQcaQon (2FA) naQvely in QxControl (as opposed to only configuring in your 
Google profile, for example)  
 

 
 
The first opQon available in the AuthenQcaQon Menu is “Sign out everywhere”.  This is a very useful tool to either sign 
out of sessions in devices you no longer possess or if you see a session that seems suspicious.  
 
There are two ways you can use this tool. The first, is to close out a single session. To do this you can scroll all the way to 
the right and choose the delete icon for that session:  
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Choose “OK” to confirm the session should be signed out:  
 

 
 
You will now see the individual browser session is removed:  
 

 
 
 
The next opQon is to sign out of all browser sessions. To do this select the “Sign out everywhere” opQon. Once you click 
this bukon you will see a reminder that you will also be logged out from your current device: 
 

  
 
Once you log back in, you return to this menu you should only see the login you just created.  
 
Note: if you are doing this based upon suspicious acQvity you should also reset your password.  
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Authen8ca8on (2FA)    
 
The next opQon in the AuthenQcaQon menu is “2FA: Two-Factor AuthenQcaQon”. This allows you to generate a Token and 
use an AuthenQcator App to enforce 2FA when logging into QxControl. This is a great way to prevent hacking akempts 
from unauthorized users.  
 
Step 1:  
 
Choose an AuthenQcator App. In this example we will be using Microsoo authenQcator. You will want to choose and 
setup your AuthenQcator app PRIOR to beginning step 2.  
 
Step 2:  
 
Choose the “Generate Token” bukon:  
 

 
 
Step 3: Scan the QR Code with your authenQcator app. The app will then return a 6-digit code, enter that into the field 
below the QR Code:  
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Step 4: Now choose “enable Two Factor” to pair QxControl with your AuthenQcator app. You will now see a list of 
“Backup Codes” that you can choose to download or print out.  
 

 
 
These codes allow you access to QxControl in the event you lose your AuthenQcator app. You can choose to either 
download a text file with the codes, or you can print them.  
 
Note: If you lose access to your AuthenQcator app and do not have backup codes, you will need to contact Qumulex 
support and provide idenQty verificaQon to regain access.  
 
Also, while logged in you can return to this menu and get your backup codes, generate new ones, or remove the 
AuthenQcator app pairing.  
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Step 5: 
 
To verify and complete the changes, sign out from QxControl, and akempt to log back in. You should see the second step 
of AuthenQcaQon is now required:  
 

 
 
Note: If you lose your authenQcator app, this is also where you can apply your backup code to gain access. Once inside, 
you can remove the pairing and add a new one or revert to non-2FA.  
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Removing (2FA)    
 
If you lose your authenQcaQon app and need to replace it with a new pairing, or wish to remove 2FA altogether, return to 
User Se^ngs and Choose AuthenQcaQon to begin this process.  
 
Step 1:  
 
Enter your code and Choose “Remove AuthenQcator App”    
 

 
  
 
Step 2:  
 
You will now see the default opQon return and you can now add a new app pairing if desired:  
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User Se;ngs Menu:  Offline Access     
 
If your site loses connecQon to the internet and you are on the same local area network as the Gateway, you can sQll 
connect and use QxControl.  
 
You will not have access to events and video that are cloud stored during this Qme, but you can sQll operate the system 
and view anything stored locally unQl your internet service is restored.  
 
This is one of the many valuable reasons Qumulex chose a Gateway based architecture and this chapter will cover how to 
configure your offline access in QxControl.   
 
Step 1:  
 
Determine your status: If you see this yellow triangle near the Se^ngs page shortcut, you have not yet set up your offline 
access:  
 

 
 
This will remain in place unQl you do configure access to make you aware of the need to configure.  
 
Step 2: Choose “Offline Access” in the User Se^ngs menu:  
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Step 3:  
 
Choose “Create Password”  
 
This will bring you to the create password prompt:  
 

 
 
Note: This password will be stored directly on the Gateway and will not have a recovery service while offline. It is very 
important to REMEMBER THE PASSWORD.  
 
Aoer entering the password select the “Create Offline Password” bukon.  
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You will now see the warning icon has been removed, indicaQng you are successfully registered for local offline access:  
 

 
 

User Se;ngs Menu:  Offline Access Network Configura8on    
 
If your site loses connecQon to the internet and you are on the same local area network as the Gateway, you can sQll 
connect and use QxControl.  
 
For this operaQon to work, your IT Admin must update your DNS Server (s) to include the IP address and hostnames of 
your Gateways.  
 
The next field in Offline Access provides the informaQon required to do this. First, you will noQce instrucQons for your IT 
Admin on what is required and an opQon to download the list of Gateways:  
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Next, you will also see the list displayed below the download bukon.  
 
For detailed instrucQons on the network configuraQon required, please visit our knowledge base arQcle in the following 
link:   hkps://www.qumulex.com/kb/gateway-offline-access 
 
 
 
 
Scope Selector 
At the top right of every page that you navigate to is the “Scope Selector”. This will always be labeled with the current 
scope you have selected in your hierarchy. In our case, the current scope selected is named ‘Qx Headquarters” so that is 
what you see reflected on the places bukon. The Places Menu enables you to change or set the scope (i.e., how to select 
what sites you are working with) without having to leave the current page. You can also use the “Search Places” search 
bar to easily find sites in a large system.  
 
Choose “Clear Scope” to move back to the highest level of your hierarchy and see all sites and areas again.  
 

https://www.qumulex.com/kb/gateway-offline-access
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Cloud Status Icon  
To the top leo of the Qx Control App is the Cloud Status icon. This is a “non-clickable” icon that displays the status of 
QxControl. A green icon indicates that the service is online, and everything is working properly. A red icon indicates that 
the service is offline or there is a problem.  
 
Note: If there is a system wide update taking place, you may also see a red icon even though QxControl will sQll be 
operaQng properly. This will resolve once the update is complete and return to a green status. You will then also be 
prompted that an update is available to you.  
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Naviga=on Menu/Hamburger Icon  
The NavigaQon Menu is located on the leo side of the screen. This is your primary menu for navigaQng to the various 
ApplicaQon Areas available in QxControl. The “Hamburger Icon” is represented by three lines at the top of the NavigaQon 
Menu and is used to either hide or reveal the NavigaQon Menu.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

Card View/List View BuDons  
There are several ApplicaQon Areas that offer the choice of a “Card View” or “List View”. These are typically found in 
ApplicaQon Areas that contain People or Devices such as the Cameras, Gateways and People pages.  
On these pages you can find the Card and List View Bukons at the top of the screen centered above the view.  
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The informaQon presented in both opQons are largely the same. The Card View offers a bit more detail and visual 
feedback. The List View may be beker suited in larger systems where you would like to show more devices on the screen 
than Card View allows. Here is an example of both to offer a contrast between the two:  
 

                     
  

                    
 
 
Adjus=ng for Op=mal Viewing 
While using QxControl you can make a few small adjustments to make full use of your browser interface and to tailor the 
experience to your own preference.  
 
Adjus=ng the Browser Resolu=on  
Depending on the size of your monitor, you may want to adjust the “zoom level” of your browser. This will allow you to 
“zoom out” and make full use of a larger monitor, or for a small monitor you could “zoom in” to make smaller images 
easier to see. Each browser may place this funcQon in a different place, but every browser should have this opQon. For 
example, here is how to make this change in Google Chrome:  
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Adjus=ng the Browser Size  
Similar to adjusQng the resoluQon, you may also want to adjust the size of the browser to make full use of your screen, or 
you may also want to reduce the size to share with other applicaQons on a larger screen.  

There are two ways to do this. The easiest and most common method is to use your mouse and drag the edge of the 
browser window to the size you prefer. You can also use shortcut commands, such as pressing “F11” for full screen when 
using a Windows device.  

 

 

Adjus=ng the QxControl View   
You can also adjust QxControl to enhance your viewing experience. Using the “Live” page as an example, you can use the 
hamburger icon in the top leo to collapse the menu view and make full use of the view. You can also collapse the 
resources menu in the top right, and you can also use the “F11” command to expand the browser to full screen. Here is 
an example using Google Chrome where we will use all three of these methods:  
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Installing the Browser Extension  
Another opQon to achieving a full screen browser view, without using the F11 command, is to install the available 
browser extension. This will also provide you a desktop shortcut and a dedicated browser instance, meaning that you will 
not share the QxControl tab with other browser sessions. On a Desktop or Laptop this is a similar procedure to the 
shortcut process using a mobile device. If your browser is PWA compaQble, you will see a small “plus” symbol on the far-
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right side of your URL/Address bar in the browser. In this example we will install the Microsoo Edge extension, as Edge is 
already PWA compaQble.   

Step One: Select the Edge extension icon:  

 

 

Step Two: Select the opQon to “Install”   

 

 

 

 

Step Three: You will now have a “Qx” icon on your desktop. Open this shortcut to use the extension.   
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Success! You are now able to use the browser extension!  

 

Note: This is not a separate sooware program. This is simply an extension of your browser that allows easier access via a 
shortcut, provides a dedicated browser instance to avoid “tab sharing” and allows a more intuiQve full screen 
experience. As described earlier in this guide, use the “share menu” on your mobile device to create this same 
experience on your mobile device.    
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Upda=ng the Browser Client 
UpdaQng your browser client to the latest version is simple and easy. When the QxControl sooware has been updated 
(both Cloud and On-Premises), you will receive a noQficaQon to update to the latest version. Simply click on the “Update” 
bukon to complete this process.  
 
If you wish to see what is new in this available update prior to updaQng, click on “Release Notes”.  
 

 

 

The Browser will refresh during the update, and then you will be returned to QxControl. Easy!  
 
Please note: If you use mulQple browsers, you will be asked to update in each type of browser that you use.  
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Best Prac=ces for Mobile Opera=on 
As a progressive web app, QxControl is designed to offer the same experience, regardless of whether you use the app on 
a desktop or mobile device. However, there are some inherent differences between the two types of devices and how 
they operate.  
 
This secQon offers best pracQces for using QxControl on mobile devices that will help you have the best possible 
experience on mobile.  
 
 
Mobile Device Compa=bility   
QxControl is compaQble with supported devices using either iOS or Android operaQng systems. It is important to 
remember that “supported” means that the device is sQll new enough that it is eligible to receive OS updates from the 
manufacturer.  

Once a device has been deemed “end of life” by the manufacturer, it is no longer going to be compaQble with QxControl. 
QxControl is a progressive web app and will need the device to be current for all components to operate correctly.  

You can verify the status of your device here:  

For Android Devices, start by choosing your Manufacturer from this page:  

hkps://support.google.com/android/answer/3094742?hl=en 

For Apple Devices:  

iPhone  

hkps://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/supported-models-iphe3fa5df43/ios 

iPad 

hkps://support.apple.com/guide/ipad/supported-models-ipad213a25b2/ipados 

 

These manufacturers will typically support mobile devices for a very long Qme. If you have an older device however, it 
may be beneficial to check the links above if you are having performance issues or if features are not working 
consistently or correctly.  

 

NOTE: If you are having issues with mobile opera=on, make sure that your iOS or Android device is up to date and 
using the most recent OS version.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://support.google.com/android/answer/3094742?hl=en
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/supported-models-iphe3fa5df43/ios
https://support.apple.com/guide/ipad/supported-models-ipad213a25b2/ipados
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Using Mobile Layouts & Stacked View    
Qumulex has added and will conQnue to add layouts that are friendly to use on mobile devices. While you can use any 
desired layout or view that is saved in QxControl, the aspect raQo combined with the smaller screen size will make larger 
layouts difficult to see.  

When you are selecQng views from the Live Pane, 1x1, 1x2, 1x3 and 1x4 are the views that work best on mobile screens 
(1x1 works best in landscape, 1x2/1x3/1x4 in portrait) :  
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QControl also offers the “Stacked View” on mobile devices. The stacked view can be enabled or disabled by choosing the 
stack icon at the top of the app view:  

Enabled:  

 

 

Disabled:  
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When stacked view is disabled, you will see the layouts in the same format as you would when using a desktop. Some 
layouts work okay in this format, but many will become challenging to view due to aspect raQon and size. This also 
means that in larger views such as 3x3, you are streaming all cameras at once. This can overtax mobile devices, especially 
devices that are not the most recent model.  

 

Using the stacked view allows you to scroll verQcally through all available widgets in a view.  
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This makes the widgets easier to view as they are larger and are beker able to maintain the proper aspect raQo. Another 
benefit of this approach is that widgets that are off-screen will be paused, using less bandwidth, processing, and bakery.  

 

As you can see in this example, I have scrolled to reveal more widgets. The video was paused and is now re-connecQng. 
This approach allows you to work with larger layouts more easily without overtaxing your mobile device.  
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iOS Performance Se3ngs (Selec=ng Number of Workers)  
Apple mobile devices using QxControl support another great feature to enhance performance. You can choose to enable 
addiQonal workers for newer devices and decrease workers for older devices.  

So, what are workers?  

Our gateways stream fragmented MP4 video. This helps achieve lower latency. However, iOS does not support the same 
video playback opQons as other playorms. This affects all browsers on iOS - obviously Safari but also Chrome, etc.  

One of the things we do to make video playback work on iOS is to defragment every segment (GOP) before passing it to 
the browser's HTML video element. A segment is on the order of 1 MB, so this process takes several hundred 
milliseconds.  

To keep that from stalling the user interface, we launch Web Worker background threads to do the defragmentaQon. 
Ideally, we'd have one worker per video stream; then we'd never have to wait to start the defragmentaQon aoer we 
receive the segment. However, the workers consume memory, so we must conserve and share them between video 
streams.  

Browsers on iOS are prevented from knowing almost anything about the hardware, including how much memory is being 
used or available. If we use too much memory, iOS kills the browser tab. Therefore, we choose the minimum (one 
worker) and let the user increase that minimum based upon their knowledge of the iPhone model.   

Now that we know more about workers and why they are useful on iOS devices, let’s discuss how to change the worker 
count.  

The first step is to decide if you need to make a change. QxControl will offer a warning at the bokom of the screen if you 
are not using enough workers based on your model and performance:  
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Click on the user Avatar at the bokom of the screen to reveal the se^ngs menu:  

 

Next, click on the field under “Video Player CPU Thread Limit” to reveal the worker opQons:  
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Next, choose the opQon that best fits your model:  

 

Lastly, choose “OK” to accept and save your selecQon:  
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A couple quick notes about the iOS performance se^ngs:  

1) It is only available on iOS devices such as iPhone and iPad.  
2) This op3on will not enable an end-of-life Apple device to work with QxControl  
3) Unlike many other se:ngs in QxControl the changes you make to performance management will not 

be reflected on other devices. This is by design as each device may individual needs.  
 

Lastly, another good strategy when viewing on a mobile device is to use the Cycle Cameras bukon in a 1x1 and quickly 
flip through the available cameras. This helps you quickly see each camera that is available to you and is also a quick way 
to work through all cameras and find a real-Qme event aoer receiving an alert.  
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PWA-Specific Considera=ons     
In this secQon we will highlight a few factors to consider when using mobile. Because we deliver in a PWA app versus a 
tradiQonal mobile app, there are many benefits such as being able to use common browsers and always being up to date 
and in-synch with the desktop app. While this is beneficial, there may be a few acQons that you are not accustomed to 
unless you have used other PWA-based apps. Here are a few Qps to ensure the best experience.  

 

(1) Be sure to save the app to your home screen. This will allow the app to behave more like a mobile app 
and will remove the tradi3onal bookmarks, addresses and other items that take up valuable real estate 
on your screen. It will also place a shortcut with the QX icon that makes it easy to locate. This also 
prevents you from using a bookmark or typing in our web address to enter the app. O\en, 3me is of 
the essence when you want to view video or events. Instruc3ons on how to do this are located in this 
chapter under “Logging in for the first 3me: From a Mobile Device”  

 
(2) Some3mes you will see a Red Cloud indicator and video seems to be stuck. If your site is working 

properly on another device your connec3on to the service may need refreshed. This can happen on any 
mobile device but seems to be most prevalent on certain iPhones. To refresh you simply need to reboot 
the PWA app by pulling upward on the bofom of the page un3l you see the cards open for each 
running app, then flick upward to close it.  

       
 

Aoer doing this procedure you will now see a green cloud and video is restored. Note: the process of rebooQng an app 
may vary on Android devices depending on what manufacturer you use. Consult the device manual for instrucQons.  
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(3) You can use swipe gestures to page forward and backwards, like a page forward or backward arrow 
bufon would work. This makes it easier to navigate on mobile. Simply use your finger to swipe right or 
le\ in order to use the swipe gestures.  
 
In this example, I have navigated to places from Live, and I am able to swipe le\ to return to Live 
without opening the le\-hand toolbar:  
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Applica8on Areas 
Live 
The live page is where cameras and events can be monitored, and doors can be operated. Live also allows various status 
and performance related informaQon to be tracked and displayed with Data Charts. This is accomplished through the 
available corresponding widgets. Widgets are sorted and classified as “Cameras”, “Doors” and “Other”. The Widgets 
available will depend on the current scope, such as the site or area you have selected in Places.  

Use the icon at the top right to open the Live Tray and select Widgets for the layout, change the layout or to access the 
saved views. 

 

  

Live Ac=ons 
The following acQons are available in the live acQons menu. Hover your cursor over the menu to reveal the opQons:  

1. Full Screen: Takes the camera into a 1x1 full screen view.  
2. Mechanical PTZ Control*: Use a digital joysEck to maneuver a PTZ camera.  
3. Mechanical PTZ Preset*: Create and select preset posiEons for a PTZ camera.  
4. Digital PTZ: Allows you to navigate the pixels of a fixed or PTZ camera.  
5. Onscreen Display: Toggle the OSD (created in the camera’s info page) on/off.  

*This op7on will only appear for PTZ cameras. Some mul7 sensor cameras will allow PTZ but none 
will support presets.  
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Live Ac8ons: Full Screen  

 

Full Screen offers the ability to view camera in a large 1x1 layout. When doing so QxControl will display the highest 
resoluQon stream that is enabled and will automaQcally enable Digital PTZ.  

To enable Full Screen, you can either click to select the Full Screen icon, or you can double click on the field of view. To 
remove the Full Screen, you can also click the icon or double click to remove.  

Live Ac8ons:  Mechanical PTZ Control  

 

Mechanical PTZ Control allows you to control the movement of an Onvif S compliant PTZ camera. If the camera is 
compaQble with QxControl the joysQck icon will populate automaQcally. Using this feature is quite easy.  

First, click on the joysQck icon to bring up the mechanical PTZ controls:  
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Next, hover your mouse over the center dot unQl you see the four arrows icon appear, and then click to drag the camera 
in the direcQon you want to go. (On mobile you will simply drag the dot)  

Note: The speed of movement will vary based on the motor of your PTZ camera. If you find a camera moves too abruptly 
for fine adjustment, use the Jog bukons described below.  

 

 

You can also click on one of the 4 Jog bukons to move incrementally. There are four Jog bukons: Jog Up, Jog Down, Jog 
Leo and Jog Right.  
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To control the focal zoom of the PTZ camera, ensure that your cursor is away from the center dot, which will change your 
cursor to a spy glass.  

 

 

 

Use your mouse wheel to zoom in and out as desired or use pinch and pull movements if on your mobile device.  

AddiQonal notes about PTZ performance:  
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1) The PTZ camera must be Onvif S compliant or must be an analog PTZ camera connected via an Onvif S 
compliant encoder.  

2) Currently QxControl does not support the use of USB or other external joys3cks. Qumulex is developing 
the capability to use a USB joys3ck and that will appear in a later version, date is TBD.  

3) The direc3onal labeling is based upon the orienta3on se:ngs in the camera itself. If you mount the 
camera in a posi3on that is upside down for example, the controls will appear reversed meaning “Jog 
Down” will equal “Jog Up”, and so on. There is currently no way to change this orienta3on in QxControl, 
please check your camera se:ngs in the device web browser to see if orienta3on can be changed.  

4) Some cameras that have motorized lenses will appear as a PTZ camera. You may be able to move the 
lens using the MPTZ feature but you will NOT be able to save a preset.  
 

Live Ac8ons:  Mechanical PTZ Presets 

 

Mechanical PTZ Control Presets allow you to save and return to a variety of “Preset” posiQons configured by the user.  
This can be useful to move quickly to frequent points of interest, or to simply save a “home” posiQon that you can return 
to easily.  

The first step in using a preset is to configure one. Let’s create an example where we want to quickly be able to view this 
door next to the fire exQnguisher. First, we click on the Mechanical PTZ Preset bukon to call up the menu. Then click on 
the + bukon to add a new preset:  
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Aoer choosing the “Add Preset” bukon you will be presented with a text box to label the new Preset:  

 

 

Once you are saQsfied with the name you have entered you can choose the green checkmark to save it or the red x to 
cancel. You have now successfully created a Preset!  

Now, to view and choose an available Preset choose the green down arrow:  
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Then, scroll through the opQons and click to choose the Preset you wish to use.  

You can then repeat this operaQon and save or use addiQonal Presets as desired.  

Note: The number of presets that can be saved may vary based upon the individual camera model.  
 

Live Ac8ons:  Digital PTZ 

 

Digital PTZ (Pan, Tilt & Zoom) allows you to navigate the pixels of any camera to get a closer look at acQvity or a 
parQcular part of the scene. Unlike Mechanical PTZ, this feature does not physically move a camera or lens.  

To get started, choose the spyglass icon. You will immediately see the camera adjust to the highest resoluQon stream, 
which gives you the maximum number of pixels to navigate.  

You will now see the cursor change from an arrow to a spyglass and now you can begin navigaQng:  

 

 

Now you can use your mouse wheel to zoom in and out (pinch/pull on mobile) and you can also click to change the 
cursor to a hand, and then drag the cursor to move around the image:  
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Lastly, you can choose the spyglass icon once more to cancel the operaQon and disable Digital PTZ:  

 

 

Note: Please make sure to enable the highest resoluQon streams on your cameras. In addiQon to recording quality, 
Digital PTZ quality is enhanced by having the most available pixels to navigate.  
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Live Ac8ons:  Onscreen Display 

 

Onscreen Display toggles on/off the Onscreen Display that can be configured in each camera’s Info Page.  

The OSD will appear with the font, font color, locaQon, and informaQon that is chosen in the setup menu.  

 

Note: If you are unable to make an OSD disappear, it is likely that the OSD was created in the camera itself. You will need 
to login to the camera’s webpage interface to disable it.  

If you are unable to get an OSD to appear, you will need to go to the camera’s info page and create an OSD or verify that 
the desired opQons are enabled. (See instrucQons starQng next page) 
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Live Ac8ons:  Save Se;ngs (Onscreen Display Se;ngs)  

 

Important Note: The ONLY place that you can access this menu is via the camera’s Info Page. All other Live Ac=ons in 
this chapter appear in both the camera’s Info Page AND on the Live Page. Instruc=ons have been placed in this chapter 
due to relevance to viewing in Live.  

Save Se^ngs will allow you to choose what informaQon appears when a user enables OSD and where it is located on the 
screen. To get started, click on the Save Se^ngs icon:  

 

Now you will see all of the available opQons to choose from. The first opQon is to choose where the OSD will be located 
on the camera view. Each box represents the locaQon of the OSD, the currently selected locaQon is highlighted in Red. 
Youu can see that the top leo box is currently selected and that corresponds with the locaQon of the OSD: 
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Next, you can check or uncheck the informaQon boxes to choose what informaQon is displayed on the OSD. Most are 
explained easily by the Qtle of the opQon. In the case of “Metrics”, the digital frames per second (dfps) and resoluQon 
will be displayed:  

 

 

Lastly, you can change the color of the font to make it easier to see. Click on the OSD Color box, and then you have two 
sliders that are available to fine tune the color. You can see in this example we have chosen a shade of Red (fa1c0e) and 
the OSD font color has changed.  
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Once you are pleased with your selecQons, choose “Save Se^ngs” to save the changes.  

 

 

Note: If you are unable to edit the OSD, it is likely that the OSD was created in the camera itself. You will need to login to 
the camera’s webpage interface to disable it.  

  

Reminder: The Save Se^ngs menu is not available when viewing in Live, you MUST access the cameras Info Page by 
navigaQng to Cameras and then choosing the camera you wish to edit. This prevents unauthorized changes.  
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Live Features 
There are several features that are unique to the Live viewing page of QxControl. In this secQon we will cover each in 
more detail.  

Live Tray: Widgets Tab 
The cameras, doors, and data charts available for viewing on the Live viewing page are referred to as “Widgets”. Widgets 
can be cameras, doors, events, or data charts. This approach allows you to do much more than just view live cameras. 
You can create your own dashboard or command center using any of these available Widgets, rather than be limited to a 
predefined version.  

To select an available Widget simply click and hold, and then drag the Widget into your layout.  

 

            
   

 

The Widget cards themselves also offer feedback on the status of the devices. You can also choose acQons from the 3-dot 
menu, such as going to the info page of a camera (as shown above). You will also see a green icon when selecQng widgets 
and a number indicaQng how many you have selected. The orange eye indicates this widget is already in view.  

Green icon 
indicates the 
widget is 
selected and 
what order it 
was selected 
in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Orange icon 
indicates 
widget is 
already being 
viewed in the 
layout   
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Widgets Tab: Cameras 
 

 

 

Camera Widgets are used to view cameras in a layout. In addiQon, the camera widget provides informaQon about the 
camera itself.  

 

                            

 

This icon indicates Gateway status.  This icon indicates camera status.  This icon indicates media profile status.  

 

For a Gateway, the status will either be green, or red. Green indicates the Gateway is online, red indicates the Gateway is 
offline. In the case of the Gateway being red, the camera and media profile statuses will be grayed out.  

 

 

By choosing the 3-dot menu in the lower right of the Widget, you will be presented with the acQons menu. For camera 
Widgets this will present the opQon to be taken directly to the camera’s info page. The cameras info page gives you 
access to cameras se^ngs.  
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Widgets Tab: Doors  
 

 

 

Door Widgets are used to view a door status and allows you to operate the door from the Live page.    

 

                            

 

This icon indicates door status.                                               This icon indicates lock status.      

 

 

    

 

This icon indicates door controller status.   This icon indicates Gateway status.  

 

   

 

Use the padlock bukon to pulse unlock the door.      You will see the lock icon status change and the padlock  

       bukon will also change color to show the door is unlocked.  

 

Note: The length of Qme for the pulse unlock funcQon to last will correspond to the “Access Time” se^ng. To configure 
this and other door se^ngs visit the Doors page and select the door you wish to edit. Then choose “Edit Door” from the 
top menu.  
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While acQve in your layout, the 3-dot menu gives you several addiQonal opQons to operate the door.  

 

Momentary Unlock: This is the same as choosing the padlock bukon. This will pulse unlock the door.  

Unlock Indefinitely: This will unlock the door and will not revert to locked unQl iniQated by user prompt.   

Lock Indefinitely: This will lock the door and will not revert to unlocked unQl iniQated by user prompt.   

Revert to Schedule: This is the prompt used to return to the door schedule and cancel Lock/Unlock Indefinitely.  

Lock Down: This will iniQate a Lock Down of THIS DOOR ONLY. To iniQate a scope-wide lockdown, choose “Lock Down 
Doors in Scope” from the top “AcQons” menu of the Doors Page. See example below:  

 

     Note: User Scope will affect what doors are available!  
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By choosing the 3-dot menu in the lower right of the Widget prior to dragging the widget into your layout, you will be 
presented with the acQons menu. Like camera Widgets, this menu will present the opQon to be taken directly to the 
door’s info page where you can operate and edit the door.  

 

 

Widgets Tab: Other  
 

The final group of widgets located in the widgets tab is “Other”. This is where you will find widgets that offer data charts, 
system status and recent events. There is also a widget labeled “None” that you can use to create empty cells in your 
layout.  

Note: The data shown by these widgets are affected by the selected Scope. Changing your scope will revise what data is 
displayed.  

 

 

 

System Stats: This widget displays the total number of Places, People, Groups, Permissions, Roles Assigned, Gateways, 
Cameras, Doors, Views, Schedules, and Holiday Sets at your current Scope. For devices such as cameras or Gateways, you 
will see the number of online versus offline devices as well. For the subject icon green indicates everything is online, 
Yellow some are online, red is all offline. For Gateways and cameras, the number of online devices is presented in green 
font and offline in red.  
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None: This widget is used as a blank filler to clear a cell in a layout if you wish to display nothing in that cell.  

 

 

Gateway Bandwidth: This widget is used to display the bandwidth being received or transmiked by a Gateway. You will 
first choose the Gateway you want to monitor. Then you will see two graph lines for data being received by the Wan port 
and the LAN port, measured in Mbps. You can choose the Gear icon to choose Transmiked bandwidth per Network Port. 
You can also choose to enable or disable either NIC Port and you can also choose to enable the Wire Guard bandwidth 
(VPN) or Cloud Upload.  

The graph itself can be adjusted to monitor in Seconds, Minutes, Hours or per day by choosing the opQons at the top of 
the Widget.  

 

 

Gateway Cloud Upload: This widget is used to measure Gateway queue depth metrics. This is useful to examine how 
much buffering is being used and displays if you are streaming to the cloud service in real Qme or if data is being 
buffered. This could be due to bandwidth throkling schedules, available internet speed, or network speed. This tool is 
helpful in making sure that the expected results are being achieved.  

You will see three metrics, (1) Sent data, (2) Queued data, (3) Total data. Choose the gear icon to choose between bytes 
or seconds, and to choose another Gateway if desired.  

The graph itself can be adjusted to monitor in Seconds, Minutes, Hours or per day by choosing the opQons at the top of 
the Widget.  
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Arrange Widgets 
 

While we are talking about widgets, another great tool to discuss is the “Arrange Widgets” feature. This allows you to 
rearrange the widgets that are already being displayed in your layout. To begin arranging the widgets choose the 
“Arrange Widgets” bukon in the top leo of your screen. This will present the green overlay and you are now in edit 
mode.  

 

Then simply choose a widget and begin dragging into another cell. Once complete, click on the “Arrange Widgets” bukon 
once more to return to your Live layout.  

 

Success! The camera widgets in this example have been re-arranged as desired.  
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Cycle Cameras  
 

Adjacent to the Arrange Widgets bukon is another useful funcQon known as “Cycle Cameras”. This feature will rotate to 
the next available camera each Qme you press the “Cycle Cameras” bukon. This is very useful when you want to see 
what is happening and are not sure what cameras are available or which camera may be displaying acQvity you want to 
see.  

 

 

 

This feature is also very useful when checking for live acQvity on mobile, allowing you to easily cycle through all available 
cameras while staying in a 1x1 layout.  
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Loading Widgets on a Mobile Device or Touch Screen 
 
From a mobile device or touch screen this is a drag and drop acQon very similar to using a mouse on a desktop. The 
primary difference is that on a touch screen device you will need to uQlize a “long press” to iniQate the selecQon.   

To iniQate the long press, click and hold from anywhere inside the desired widget unQl you see the green box appear in a 
layout cell. If you release your hold, the widgets tab will re-appear, and you can now select more widgets by a single 
touch on each.  

You can see in the example on the leo, we have two empty cells and we have selected two more widgets to drop into the 
layout. The number of widgets selected is indicated in the green circle icon “+2”.  

 

    

 

In the example on the right, we can see that the two addiQonal widgets selected have been populated into the layout as 
desired.  

Note: If you select more widgets than cells available for your layout, you will receive a warning message and you will not 
be able to select any addiQonal widgets. To increase the number of available widgets simply change your selected layout 
to an opQon that includes the required number of cells.  
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Live Tray: Layouts  
 
The next available opQon in the Live Tray is “Layouts”. This is where you can choose from a large variety of predefined 
layouts for live viewing.  

To select an available Layout simply click once on the desired layout. Widgets already acQve in your acQve Layout will 
populate automaQcally into the new one.  
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Live Tray: Views 
 
The third and last available opQon in the Live Tray is “Views”. This is where you can choose from any of the saved views 
that are available at your Scope level. You can also update a saved view and edit from this tab.  

Saved views are color coded to show what type of Widgets are contained in the saved view. At the top of the saved view 
window, you will find a legend that explains the color coding.  

  

To select an available View simply click once on the desired View. Widgets saved to this View will populate automaQcally. 
This process is idenQcal on a Mobile or Desktop device.  

 

                          

 

 

Live Tray: Create a Saved View 
CreaQng a saved view is easy! If you want to save the current view first select the “Eyecon” to the leo of the Live Tray 
bukon. Then type a name for your view in the dialog and choose the “Save As New View” bukon marked with a green 
plus symbol.  

 

This process is idenQcal on a Mobile or Desktop device. 
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Live Tray: Edit a Saved View 
 
EdiQng a saved view is also very easy! You can edit the name and update a saved view without leaving the Live page. To 
start ediQng a saved view, choose the 3-dot menu of the view you want to edit:  

                                            

To rename the view, choose rename, type in your new name and then choose the green checkmark to save your change, 
or the red x to cancel.  

 

In addiQon, the 3-dot menu allows you to choose the following acQons:  

Update: This allows you to update the exisQng saved view if you have changed or re-arranged widgets.  

Set as Default: Make this saved view the default for your current scope.  

Delete: Delete the saved view if it is no longer needed.  
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Video Borders 
 
Video Borders are used to indicate event or recording status while viewing live video. This is included anywhere you can 
view live video, not just on the Live page.  

Blue – Indicates that a moQon event is occurring.  

Green – Indicates that ConQnuous Recording is scheduled and is occurring as scheduled.  

 

 

 

This can be a very helpful tool when troubleshooQng recording. In the example above, a car has driven past the parking 
lot and you can see that QxControl has properly received the searchable event as the border has changed to blue.  

The other three cameras are recording as scheduled on conQnuous, but there is no event occurring, so they are green.  

Note: If there is no recording scheduled, or no even is detected, you may see no border colors present.  
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Timeline  
 

Timeline is a search page that allows you to search both events and conQnuously recorded video.  This feature allows you 
to select the desired camera, and then use many of the same filters that are also available on the Search page. Some of 
the highlights that we will cover for Timeline: 

• How to select a camera and appropriate filters.   
• How to change the 3me scale.   
• Using the Legend to understand what the graph colors mean.  
• How to choose between playing video from the cloud service or from the Gateway.  
• How to export video from Timeline.  

 
Basics of Timeline: Choosing a Camera and Filters and using the Player Func=ons  
The first step in using Timeline is to choose the camera you want to search. Start by clicking the ‘Select Camera” bukon:  
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Next, you can either scroll to choose the camera desired or search for a specific camera using the “Search” box:   
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Note: In this release of QxControl, you can only select one camera at a 3me when using Timeline.  
 
Next, you will see the camera view displayed and events will be shown in the 3mescale graph line.  
 

 
 
Now that you are seeing all events we will discuss how we can narrow down to specific events that you may be 
looking for. To begin this process you will need to choose “Filter Event Data” to the lower le\:  
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Next, you can choose from Events and/or Analy3cs that are available from the camera. These are the same 
op3ons you will also see on the Search Page.  
 
Note: (1) You must enable the analy3cs in your camera’s web interface for QxControl to receive analy3c 
events. (2) All possible analy3cs and events will be listed, please consult the specifica3ons of your camera to 
determine what events are available from your specific camera.  
 
 

 
 
You can see in this example we chose Events > Mo3on, but you can also combine with other events or 
Analy3cs, such as Crossline:  
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Be sure to choose “Apply” a\er making each selec3on to apply the Filter(s).  
 
Note: Be careful not to choose two or more Filters that would negate each other, because they do not typically 
occur at the same 3me. When choosing mul3ple Filters, you will only be presented with events that include all 
Filters selected. If you receive no results, start by reducing the number of Filters.  
 
Now that we have selected our desired Filter, you will see the Filter listed in the Filters Menu:  
 

 
 
You also can see that the Mo3on events appear in Blue in the 3mescale graph.  
 
Note: As you zoom out in the 3mescale graph, you will see the highest priority events and as you zoom in 
showing shorter intervals of 3me, you will be able to see mul3ple types of events unless Filtered.  
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You can also choose to see Health Events displayed on the 3mescale graph, such as disconnect or offline 
events. These are events that are related to the status of a device and will not normally have video associated 
with them. However, you may wish to see if anything occurred prior that could have caused the event.  
 

 
 
Once we have selected all desired Filters we can now scrub through and find the event(s) we wish to view. 
Click and drag the curser to move through 3me.  
 

 
 
The standard playing controls here will be used throughout QxControl. From Le\ to Right: Step Frame Back, 
Play/Pause, Step Frame Forward, Fast Forward, Full Screen, Digital PTZ and On Screen Display On/Off   
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The last two op3ons on the right are “Create Clip” (Scissors) “Play Video from The Cloud/Gateway” (Cloud 
Icon).  Create Clip is used to export a video clip to the Clips page and will be covered later in this chapter.  Play 
Video from the Cloud is used to choose to play the footage stored in the cloud service, in lieu of the local 
Gateway, where the event has been stored in both places.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
This func3on allows you to toggle between video stored locally or in the cloud service. It should be noted that 
con3nuous recording is only stored locally on the gateway. Event data will be stored both in the Gateway and 
in the cloud.  
 
If you choose “play from the cloud” and your cursor is not placed at an event, you will see no video un3l you 
move it to an event. By clicking this bufon you can toggle back to Gateway to see any recorded video that is 
not associated with an event, if you have selected con3nuous recording in that camera’s se:ngs.  
 
You will also see that the 3mescale graph will display the cloud recording in Yellow and local (Gateway) storage 
in Green:  
 
 

 
 
 
 
This makes it easy to iden3fy where this video footage is stored.  
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Basics of Timeline: Changing the Time Scale in the Timescale Graph   
 
To the far le\, above the 3mescale graph we will see the 3me related op3ons. You will first see the Date and 
Time associated with the video you are currently viewing.  
 

 
 
 
Next you will see the + and – to the le\ of the Date and Time. This is used to zoom the 3mescale graph in and 
out. The farther in you go, you will see smaller 3me increments and will see more detail in the graph. In this 
example we have zoomed in from 1 Hour to 15 Minutes. This allows us to see more detail:  
 

 
 
Now, we can zoom out. Here we have selected a 1 Week 3mescale. This shows far less detail as we are looking 
at large increments of 3me:  
 

 
Also, you can see that the Green/Yellow bar does not fully populate in the 3mescale. The area with no Green 
or Yellow does not have video. This indicates that at current video reten3on levels, this Gateway does not have 
video prior to midday on Saturday 1/7/23.  
 
If you are not seeing the video reten3on that is expected: (1) Check your camera se:ngs for FPS and 
Resolu3on versus budget (2) Add addi3onal Local Storage or (3) select a longer reten3on period in the camera 
se:ngs for cloud storage.  
 

(3) will incur addi8onal subscrip8on fees based upon the storage reten8on you choose.  
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Basics of Timeline: Using the Legend    
 
The legend can be found on the far right of the tool bar, just above the 3mescale graph. The legend shows 
what the colors and images in the 3mescale graph mean.  
 

 
 
It also provides guidance on the varia3ons between different scales of 3me.  
 
Event priority lists what items are highest priority and down to the lowest, showing the associated color.  
 
When zooming out to large 3me increments (such as days or week) you will see the highest priority events 
listed.  
 
As you zoom in to smaller 3me increments you may see more detail and more event types listed.  
 
Where mul3ple exist and overlap, again you will see the color of the highest priority event.  
 
Currently, the user is not able to change or customize the event priority.  
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Basics of Timeline: Crea=ng and Expor=ng Clips  
 
CreaQng and exporQng a clip is very similar to the process when uploading to cloud in Search. The biggest difference is 
that in Timeline you don’t have to export based on an Event. Meaning, you manually select the length of the clip that you 
wish to upload to the Clips Page. This offers great flexibility and allows you to save footage from ConQnuously recorded 
video that has no event associated with it.  

So let us work through this process step by step. In the example below we see a Van that is leaving a nearby driveway 
and is outside of the moQon window.  

 

 

 

As you can see, there is no event that was triggered and the Qmescale graph is Green. This means that it was captured by 
the conQnuous recording schedule of this camera.  
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If we need to keep this video we start by selecQng “Create Clip”, which is represented by a scissor shaped icon.  

 

Now the Create Clip dialog box appears. This allows us to:  

• Manually enter the start and stop 3me. 
• Create a name for the clip.  
• Provide a descrip3on for the clip.  
• Choose if there is an expira3on for the clip.  

Note: Choosing “No” for expira3on means that the clip will need to be manually deleted from the Clips Page.  
 

 
Once you are saQsfied you can choose “Upload” to save the clip.  
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That is very easy, and in that previous example we allowed QxControl to suggest the length of the clip, in this 
case 5 minutes.  
 
We also have another op3on for se:ng the start and end of the clip, aside from using the start/end 3me text 
boxes.  
 
If you look at the same clip, you will see the cursor is set at the start 3me of the clip and there is a bracket to 
show the end 3me 5 minutes later. You can drag either bracket to extend or shorten then dura3on of the clip.  
 

 
 
 
 
You can see that We have moved the end 3me bracket closer to the start 3me, and the end 3me text box in 
the dialog menu has automa3cally changed. This is a very simple and visual way to set the length of your clip.  
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A\er choosing “Upload” we now see the clip appears in our Clips Page where we can manage or share the clip.  
 
 
While we cover the topic of Clips in another chapter, it would be good to provide a reminder of how clip 
storage works in QxControl.  
 
When uploading to cloud, each camera license comes with 20GB of cloud clip storage for free. Clips that have 
no expira3on assigned will not be overwrifen and will need to be manually deleted if no longer needed.  
 
When uploading to Clips in QxONE systems (On-Prem) there will be 20GB of local storage assigned to each 
camera.  
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Search 
The search page reflects a modern experience that makes finding events easy. There are mulQple ways to search for 
events.  

• Use the “Search All Tags” text box under “Filters”. This works like an internet search engine. For 
example, you could type the word “cameras” and see a list of cameras or enter a Person’s name and 
see events related to them.  

• Using the available Filters, you can choose from any number of cameras, doors, analy3c events and so 
on.  

• You can also use “Search Date and Time” to choose a specific 3me only, or to use Filters and Tags based 
on a certain 3me.  

In this sec3on, we will detail each of these op3ons and how to use them.  
 

                     

Search Ac=ons 
The following acQons are available in the search acQons menu. Hover your cursor over the menu to reveal the opQons:  

AcQon Result 
Enable Digital PTZ 
 

 

Enable Digital PTZ funcQon. Allows you to scroll inward to 
zoom in, outward to move out and move the mouse cursor 
(or your finger on mobile) to change the field of view and 
to choose where to zoom.                                                           
 

Download to Desktop 
 

 

Download and save video clip on your local device. It will 
appear as a file download in your browser.  

Export Clip 
 

Allows you to save the clip in the Qumulex cloud service. 
Each camera subscripQon includes 20GB of cloud storage. 
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This funcQon will allow you to save the clip and then 
manage or share it in the “Clips” page.   

Onscreen Display 
 

 

Displays details on screen. Choose what informaQon to 
display on screen, and where, in the se^ngs menu 
(detailed below)  

Se^ngs  
 

 

Choose what informaQon is displayed on screen when 
Onscreen Display is enabled. Also allows you to choose 
where on the screen the informaQon will be displayed.  
             

Full Screen 
 

 

Displays the Clip in full screen mode  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose Where to display, Choose What to Display, Close Se^ngs 
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Search Se3ngs 
There are several features that are unique to the Search page of QxControl. In this secQon we will cover each in more 
detail.  

Health Events 
Located in Se^ngs is the opQon to enable “Health Events”. This feature toggles the inclusion of Device Health events 
“On” or “Off”.  In the example below, you can see this event is showing that a Door connected to QxControl.  

This is a helpful feature to enable more efficient searching. Why? Because Device related events typically do not have 
video clips. Therefore, if you are looking for a video related event, toggling Health Events to “Off” will reduce the number 
of events you see and reduce the number of events displayed that do not have video.  

 

                             

 

 

Auto Play 
Located in Se^ngs, there also an “Auto Play” opQon. Using this will toggle Auto Play on/off. When this feature is toggled 
on, the next video clip will automaQcally play aoer the current clip is complete.  
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Note 1: The clips will play from oldest to newest, which means that in your events tab clips will play from the bokom to 
the top of the tab. If you select the newest video (top of the events tab) nothing will play unQl the next video clip is 
produced.  

            

         

 

Note 2: Auto Play will stop once it encounters a non-video event in the events tab. To use Auto Play more effecQvely it is 
recommended to filter out most events that do not contain video by using Device Health toggle.   

 

 

 

Note: Events that contain a video clip will have a green camera icon and will display the Clip length.   

                        

Older Video Clips 

Newer Video 
Clips 

Auto Play Operates Oldest to 
Newest  
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Search All Tags 
The “Search All Tags” Box is used to refine the events that are displayed in the events tab. Anything that is searchable in 
QxControl will have an associated tag making it easy to search. You can search based on Time, Events, People, Places, 
Devices and even AnalyQcs .  

 

As you type informaQon into the Search Box the available opQons will appear AutomaQcally. In this example, we can 
enter the word “Camera” and you will begin to see available cameras that you can apply to the search.  
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Once you have selected the desired Smart Tags and applied them, you will see the number of applied Tags for each Filter 
category. In this example, you can see we searched for and applied two camera Smart Tags and that number is displayed 
by the Cameras Filter bukon.  

  
 

You can also click on the Filter and see a list of all available items; in this case it shows all available cameras. You can see 
the two cameras already selected show as a blue check mark. Here you can select or remove any desired items, and then 
choose “Apply” to save these changes and see the appropriate Search results.  

You can also see that once applied there is an icon for each Smart Tag item that was selected. You can easily remove 
them by choosing the “x” on the leo side of the icon.  
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Another great Qp is to press the SPACE BAR in the Search box to see a list of every available Smart Tag. This is a great way 
to see what Smart Tags are available!  

 

Note: With the increasing number of Smart Tags, and the frequency of addiQons, we have removed the staQc legend that 
was previously available. Using the SPACE BAR has replaced the legend.  
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Search Via Tag Filters 
Another great way to use Smart Tags in QxControl, is to use our Tag Filters. Tag Filters can be found by choosing “Filters”, 
located just to the leo of “Se^ngs”  

 

 

Next, choose Filters from the available opQons to help narrow down your Search results as desired. For example, if we 
want to search on a Line Cross analyQc, we can choose “AnalyQcs”, and then search or scroll unQl we find the Cross Line 
Smart Tag:  
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Aoer you choose “Apply”, you can now see that we have filtered on Crossline events only.  

You can choose any combinaQon of Smart Tags that you want! Just remember that if you begin to see a message staQng 
“No Search Results Found”, you may need to start removing some of the Smart Tags unQl you receive results again.  

 

 

Tag Filter Categories  
 

There are six categories of Tag Filters:  

Cameras – Used to search on Cameras in your current scope.  

Doors – Used to search on Doors in your current scope.  
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People – Used to search on People in your current scope.  

Places – Used to search based on places available at your current scope.  

Events - Used to search events at your current scope. Some examples of events might include MoQon, 

                Gateway ConnecQon, Tamper, Door Alarm, and many more… 

Analy=cs – Used to search on AnalyQc events at your current scope. Examples may be Cross Line, Person Detected,  

        Vehicle Detected, Mask Detected, Face Detected etc. You will also see Bakery and other status alarms.  

 

 

 

 

Time-Based Searches  
You can also use a tradiQonal “Date and Time” method to search for video, instead of, or in conjuncQon with the Tag 
based search. To search by Date and Time, click on the “Search Date & Time” field.   

 

 
Then choose the Month, Year and Time of your search and choose the green check mark to apply it.  

Then, once applied you will see a market indicaQng the Qme you have chosen, and allows you to scroll before or aoer 
that Qme in the Events Pane.  
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If you want to clear the Qme chosen and show the newest events first, select the “Now” bukon to the right of the Search 
Date and Time field.  

 

 

CreaFng and Using Saved Searches 
Aoer successfully creaQng a search, you can save it for use later. Simply click on the diskeke icon to reveal the “Saved 
Search” menu. 

  

 

 Next choose the “Save Search” opQon.  

 

This will present the save menu. Provide a name for your search and then click “OK”.   
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The new saved search will now be available when choosing the diskeke icon. Simply click on it to apply the search 
parameters.  

 

 

Playing Video Clips 
Once you have found the Video Clip that you would like to play, click on the Event Thumbnail and press Play in the scrub 
bar below the clip to start playback.  
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Use the playback controls to operate the video playback.  The scrub bar will become visible by hovering your mouse 
cursor over the playback operaQon field.  Here the available opQons:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saving Video Clips 
To save and export the video clip, choose either “Download to Desktop” (down arrow) or “Export” (up arrow) in the 
acQons menu.  Download to desktop saves on your device, Export saves in the QxControl cloud service.  

Play or Pause 
Video 

Click and drag to manually scrub the 
video. 

Indicates clip 3me played, total 
clip 3me and total clip size.  

Step forward by 
frame, Fast Forward 
and go to end of clip 

Play in a loop, set clip 
start, set clip end, 
reset clip start/end 
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For example, choosing download to desktop you will then see visual feedback as the Video Clip begins downloading.   

 
 

The video will then be available as a “download” from your browser. Each type of browser will vary in how it presents the 
download. Here is an example using Microsoo Edge.  
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In this example, you will simply select the downloaded file and save it where desired.   

In the example of “Export”, you will be presented with a menu. This menu will require you to name the clip and provide a 
descripQon. You also can choose if the clip expires and then choose an expiraQon date if yes. By default, the clip will have 
an expiraQon date of 30 days.  

 

 

Also available when using the Export funcQon, is the ability to lengthen or shorten the clip by entering the length of the 
clip, in seconds. By default, the actual clip duraQon will appear. However, you can shorten or lengthen the clip by altering 
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the clip length. This allows you to extend the clip to catch more post-record acQvity, or to shorten the length to only what 
is most Important.  

There are two important reminders when using this feature:  

1) You MUST choose Con3nuous recording for this feature to provide extended footage beyond the ini3al 
clip.  

2) The event start will always remain. What you can change is the end point of the clip.  
 

 

 

Finally, once you press the “upload” bukon, you will receive confirmaQon that the clip has successfully uploaded.  

 

 

 

If you receive an error message instead, try uploading the clip again.  

 

Please note, for addiQonal informaQon on uploading clips to the cloud, please visit the “Saved Clips” secQon of this User 
Guide.  
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Saved Clips 
To manage saved clips in the cloud service, choose the applicaQon area “Clips” from the leo-hand navigaQon window. 
The Clips page will display the saved clips in either a Card View or List View format, similar to other pages like Cameras or 
Groups.  

 

The following examples are being displayed in Card View. You will see a couple points of feedback about the clip in this 
view.  

 

The diskeke indicates that the clips has finished processing.  Hovering over the hourglass provides the expiraQon date.            

 

 

 

In addiQon, choose the 3-dot menu to find opQons for this clip.  

Share: Takes you to the clip sharing menu.  

Download: Allows you to download the clip to your device, similar to “Download to Desktop” while in Search.  

Delete: Delete the clip from the cloud service. You cannot undo this acQon so please be sure you are finished with this 
clip before deleQng.  
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Managing Clips  
Double click on a clip to reveal the Clip Info page, “View Clip”.  From here you can play, share and edit the clip 
as well as see an audit log for the clip. You can also choose the Ac3ons menu and share, download to your 
device as well as delete the clip.  
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Just below the viewing window where you can play the clip, you will see “Clip InformaQon”. This secQon provides data 
such as the duraQon, date, and size of the clip.  

 

Below that is the secQon labeled “Camera InformaQon”. This secQon provides details such as the name, place and model 
of camera that was used to record the clip.  

Next is the secQon labeled “Shared Links”. This will display a list of the links that have been shared for this clip. You will 
see informaQon about who create the link, when and when the link expires.  
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You can also choose the edit bukon to the right of the expiraQon date, and reveal the “edit Link Details” menu.  

 

This menu will allow you to share the link with a new email recipient, copy the link, set or remove the expiraQon date, or 
to change the single use opQon.  
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The next tab aoer “View Clip” is the “Edit Clip” page.  This page allows you to rename the clip, edit the descripQon, 
change the expiraQon date, or delete the clip.  

 

 

Lastly, the Audit Logs tab allows you to see each user acQon in regard to the clip. If the user happens to also be a 
QxControl Person in your scope, you will also be able to choose the “View” bukon to the right and see the Person’s 
details.  
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Sharing Clips  
This secQon will walk through the steps required to share a clip with someone. This feature allows you to share clips with 
not only fellow users of QxControl, but also allows you to share the clip externally with people who are not already users 
of QxControl. This makes it very easy to share video clips, without having to download them to your device, keeping 
them securely in our cloud service.  
 
First, choose the opQon to share from the 3-dot menu, or AcQons menu and you will then receive this prompt:  
 

 
 

To choose a person to share the clip with, you can either choose a QxControl user in the drop-down menu or type the 
email address you wish to use in the box.  
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Please note: To share the clip with someone, you must associate it with an email address. Even though you can easily 
paste the link into a text or other non-email message, the email address is used to authenQcate the person and verify 
they are allowed to view the clip, and to support audit logs via this authenQcaQon.  

 

The next steps in sharing the clip, are to choose:  

ExpiraQon: Will the clip link expire and remove the shared access?  

ExpiraQon Date/Time: If yes to expiraQon, you need to choose the date and Qme it occurs.  

Single Use: This opQon allows the person you share the clip with to authenQcate and view it only once, and then it 
expires.   

 

 

 

Once you have selected your opQons and you are ready to advance, select the green “share” bukon.  
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Once you shared the clip via email, you will receive a brief confirmaQon message that the share was successful.  

You now also have the opQon to paste the link to your clipboard. This allows you to easily paste the link into a text 
message, chat message or similar.   

 

 
Once you are finished with copying the link, you can now press “Close”, and the sharing process is now complete. You 
will now be able to visit the Audit Log in the Clip Info pages and view the share. Once the person has viewed the link you 
will also see that informaQon in the Audit Log.  
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Viewing Shared Clips  
This secQon will walk through the steps required to view a clip that someone has shared with you. The first step is you 
will receive either a link via email or text/chat message. The message will look like this:  
 
Email  
 

  
 

Text Message 
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Aoer clicking on the link in either a message or email, you will be presented with this screen in your browser window, 
which should open automaQcally for you when you click on the link.  
 
 

 
 

You will need to enter the email address that was used to send the clip, even if you also received it via a text or chat 
message. The reason is so that you can authenQcate as a valid viewer of this clip and to audit and track your acQvity with 
the clip. Aoer entering your email choose “Validate” to open the clip player.  
 
Aoer validaQon completes, you will then be presented with the clip player and be able to view the clip.  
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Clip Storage  
 
Each cloud subscripQon for a camera will include 20GB of cloud storage for clips, at no addiQonal charge. The amount of 
storage available is reflected on the Camera Info page for each camera.  
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Clips can be set to expire, or not. There is no Qme limit for how long a clip may be stored unless you choose to delete the 
clip or set an expiraQon for it.  
 
If you have a larger clip that you want to upload to the cloud, and it exceeds your 20GB limit available for that camera, it 
will not overwrite the exisQng clips. You will be prompted instead to download the new clip to your device.  
 
To make space available for future clip uploads, be sure to follow these “rules” of good housekeeping.  
 

1. Use the expira3on date op3on when crea3ng clips that you know you will only need for a certain 
period of 3me. Using this op3on will prevent you from having to remember to delete the clip later. If 
you decide later that you need a par3cular clip for longer than expected, you can always edit the clip in 
the Clips page, and extend the dura3on.  

Example: Se:ng expira3on during upload process  
 

 
 
Example: Edi3ng the expira3on of a saved clip 
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2. If you prefer not to set expira3on dates for clips, be certain to go back periodically to the Clips Page and 
check for unneeded clips that can be deleted. One way to do this is to check the Audit Logs and see if 
an older clip has been shared or has any ac3vity. Manually delete saved clips that are no longer 
needed.  

Example: A clip with no ac3vity may no longer be needed 
 

 
 
 
Example: Dele3ng a clip is easy. You can choose the 3-dot menu in Card View, or you can enter the Saved Clip 
Info page and delete via the Ac3ons bufon, or choose the Edit Clip tab to choose “Delete Clip”.  
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3. If you have an extraordinarily large clip or set of clips from the same camera, consider downloading 

these to your device and storing/sharing manually. This also reduces processing 3mes for extremely 
large files.  

Example: Using “Download to Device”   
 

 
 
 
 
Clip Storage for QxOP Licenses (On-Premises)  
 
As with most features in QxControl, the look and feel of clip storage and using the Clips page will be the same. However, 
there are some key differences for this feature when comparing a cloud subscripQon to an on-premises license:  
 

• Cloud subscrip3ons (QxCXXX) provide you 20GB of free cloud storage for clips, for each camera. In the 
case of QxOP licenses (on-prem) you will use local storage on your Gateway.  
 

• When sharing clips with a cloud subscrip3on you can upload to cloud and share via email/link directly 
from the cloud service. With a QxOP license you will be required to download to device and then share 
manually.  

 
These are the primary differences in saving and sharing clips. There is also contextual feedback when using QxOP to 
inform you of these differences.  
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Rules  
 
In this version of QxControl, Rules are used primarily to create noQficaQons based upon selected condiQons and criteria. 
The Rules page provides great flexibility with many opQons to choose from and sets the table for later releases that will 
introduce addiQonal funcQonality via the Rules page.  
 
In this secQon we provide an overview of the Rules page, and what opQons are contained within.  
 
 
Rules: Rule Info Fields  
 
The Rule Info Fields allow you to input basic informaQon about the Rule. This is the first step in creaQng a Rule.  
 
Name: What you want to name the Rule.  
Descrip=on: You can provide a descripQon about the Rule here. (This is not what will be in the noQficaQon message)  
Place: The Scope of where the rule will apply. This will be set by the current Scope when you create the Rule. 
Schedule: This allows you to set a Schedule for when the Rule applies. You can use any Schedule that has been created 
or go to the Schedules page and create a new one. In this example we chose “Always” to make the Rule always apply. 
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Rules: Triggers  
 

 
 
Triggers are the next component of a Rule. Triggers are the Devices, Places, People, CondiQons and more that can be 
used to trigger a Rule. You will need to have at least one Trigger to allow a Rule to funcQon. However, you can add many 
Triggers to a Rule and create a limitless number of opQons and scenarios in a Rule.  
 
With the power and flexibility with Triggers, we will describe each component to help you understand what is available 
to you.  
 
And/or Statements  
 
When adding Triggers they can be applied as an “And”, or an “Or” statement.  
 
“And” means that you can say a Rule must have a successive number of condiQons before being Triggered. Such as 
“Camera 1, and Camera 2, And Camera 3 Must be offline”. Using an “And” statement for this means that all three 
cameras must be offline.  
 
Conversely, an “Or” statement indicates that any of the condiQons listed can trigger the Rule. For example, “Camera 1, or 
Camera 2, or Camera 3 must be offline”. In this case by using an “Or” statement we indicate that any of the three 
cameras being offline will trigger the Rule.  
 
  
Groups  
 
Adding Groups will nest new condiQons under the current. It is a quick way to begin framing out the condiQons for a 
more complex Rule.  
 
In this example, we added two Groups under the first condiQon. We then added a second condiQon with one Group.  
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There are many ways that this funcQon could be used. One example may be that you want a set of condiQons to occur 
before the Rule triggers (And Statement), or you may want to include several opQons that can trigger a Rule (Or 
Statement)  
 
Using Groups in combinaQon with and/or statements allows maximum flexibility in creaQng a Rule.  
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Condi=ons  
 
CondiQons are the statuses, devices, people etc. that can be used to trigger a Rule. The CondiQons themselves are like 
the opQons in our dynamic Smart Search table, which means that there are a lot of opQons to choose from:  
 
 
 

 
 

In addiQon to Devices, people, and Places you can also choose from AcQve, Status, Time and Type. At this end of this 
subsecQon we will review the type of opQons available in for CondiQon group, in more detail.  

For now, we will conQnue our example of a Crossline noQficaQon to understand how this secQon works. We are going to 
choose “Add CondiQon” and choose “Status”.  
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Then we can choose our desired condiQon in the “Value” Menu.  

 

Again, for this example we will select our Crossline condiQon.  

As a best pracQce, select “Create” to save the condiQons while we work through the opQons to avoid losing our work if 
interrupted:  
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Aoer saving our first condiQon we see the following screen displayed:  

 

  

At this point, we have configured enough condiQons to trigger the rule and we can move on to Guards and AcQons.  
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Rules: Guards 
 

Guards are used to limit the amount or frequency of no3fica3ons. This is especially helpful for no3fica3ons 
such as Mo3on, Devices that are offline, etc. where the condi3on could persist or repeat for a lengthy period. 
You can use Guards to help prevent an overabundance of no3fica3ons  
ConQnuing our Crossline example, we choose “Add Guard” to see the opQons for rate limiQng.  

 

We can then choose “Suppression Guard. This allows us to choose the amount of Qme before the Trigger can repeat for 
the same condiQon, and allows us to add more condiQons. In this example we will choose a simple 10 second delay.  
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Aoer that we will choose the same CondiQon, Crossline, as that is the only event type we want to noQfy on with this 
Rule. (We could, however, choose to have other condiQons in a more complex rule, such as do not noQfy again unQl the 
Delay is met and we also get MoQon, for example):  

 

Once you are finished, choose “Create” to save your opQons and then “update” to save your progress in creaQng the 
Rule. Now we can move on to creaQng the AcQons.  
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Rules: Ac=ons 
 
The final step in creaQng a new Rule is to configure the AcQons. The AcQons are the result of the rule, in this version of 
QxControl AcQons are focused on sending noQficaQons.  

Choose “Add AcQon” to conQnue. This will present three opQons: Email, SMS and Webhook.  

 

Note: Webhook is a Beta feature that will be available in a later release.  

 

StarQng with SMS in this example, we can choose one or more numbers to send an SMS (text) message to when a 
condiQon is Triggered. In our example, this will be when a Crossline event is detected.  

The first step is to select one or more people from the “Search People or Add Phone Number” field.  
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Once you have selected your recipients, you can now choose what to display in the message. You can manually type in a 
message if you like:  

 

Or you can use the “Add Data” feature to provide automated data such as names, statuses, and Qme. For this example 
we will choose the event type, camera, and Qme that it occurred. Choose “Update” to save once completed.  
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Once completed, you will see the Data Fields and recipients listed:  

 

If you are finished, choose “Create Rule” to save the rule or choose “Add AcQon” to conQnue adding more noQficaQons.  
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Rules: Edi=ng and Managing Rules  
Once you have created one or more Rules, you can view or edit these Rules on the Rules Info Page.  
 

 
 
You can select and edit an exis3ng Rule, and you can also examine the Firing Data of Rule Triggers. In our 
example of Crossline Event No3fica3on, we have received the following no3fica3on:  
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Now that we are receiving no3fica3ons, we can examine the Firing Data that created the no3fica3on. To do 
that we can open the Rule Card and scroll down to the “Triggered Sources” table:  
 

 
 
If we are receiving too many no3fica3ons, we can also use this screen to edit the Rule, or we can disable it if 
we no longer want to receive this no3fica3on: 
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Once successfully disabled, you will see verifica3on and the status light will be red:  
 

 
 
 
Rules: Info Page (Con=nued)  
 
In this sec3on we will review the components of the Rule Info Page in more detail.  
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1) This field displays the Title of the Rule, the Descrip3on you provided for the Rule, the Scope of the Rule 
(Where it applies), and displays if the Rules is Enabled        or Disabled.  

 
2) Config allows you to Reset the Rule if a Trigger is not working properly or you need to clear the Queue. 

 
3) Firing Data will appear in the Triggered Sources table. This will show the condi3ons that are Triggering 

the Rule and in the case of Resources such as Devices and People, you can click on the row to visit the 
Resource’s Info Page.   
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1) Displays the Schedule associated with the Rule.  
 

2) Displays the Triggers associated with the Rule.  
 

3) Shows the Suppression Guards associated with the Rule. In this example you see that we have a delay 
of 10 seconds a\er the Rule has been triggered before it can be triggered again.  
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1) Displays manually entered (Not a system user) phone numbers and email addresses.  
 

2) Displays People who receive no3fica3on and links back to their People Info Page.  
 

3) Displays the message that will be sent, including any Data Tags applied as shown here where the 
Camera name, Status and Time the event occurred will be automa3cally displayed in the message.  
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Rules: Understanding Trigger Condi=on Op=ons  
 

 
 
One aspect of the Rules feature that makes it so powerful, is that the list of Trigger Condi3ons shares the same 
database of op3ons as our powerful Smart Search.  
 
This means that in addi3on to Devices, People, and other condi3ons you can also select from our list of 
supported Camera analy3cs, such as Crossline, Mo3on, Vehicle Detec3on and more.  
 
This database is also dynamic, and you will see more op3ons available as the list of supported analy3cs grows, 
as well as the number of Devices and People grows.  
 
To understand what op3ons are available and where to find them, this sec3on will break down the following 
sec3ons to provide guidance:  
 
 
 
 

• Resources (Camera, Device, Door, Person, Place)  
• Ac3ve  
• Status  
• Time  
• Type  

 
 
 
 
 
Resources  
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These are the most intui3ve op3ons. Here you can select Resources from QxControl to use as a Trigger. In the 
example below, we have chosen a Camera:  
 

 
 
 
Once you select the Camera op3on, you will then move to Value. As you can see the Value field will then 
present all available op3ons for selec3ng a camera.  
 
This procedure will work the same for Device, Door, Person, and Place.  
 
Note: If you do not see all the items you expect to see, you should verify that you are set to the correct scope.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ac3ve  
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Ac3ve allows you to set a condi3on based on the value of “On” or “Off”. This is another component that can 
used in crea3ng your And/or statement.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Status  
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Status will provide you with several op3ons, including many of the available Camera analy3cs.  
 

 
 
This is a dynamic table and will con3nue to grow, but some op3ons you will see are:  
 
Accessed – Door Mode 
Appear/Disappear – Object Ac3on  
Audio Detected – Object Ac3on  
Bafery Alarm – Door Alarm  
Blocked – Door Mode  
Closed – Door State  
Connected – Device Connec3on, Stream Status  
Count Exceeded – Object Ac3on  
Creden3al Expired – Access Denied 
Cross Line – Object Ac3on  
Disconnected – Device Connec3on, Stream Status  
Forced Open – Door Alarm  
Face Detected – Object Ac3on  
Flat – Bafery State  
Intrusion – Object Detec3on  
Le\ Object – Object Ac3on  
Locked Down – Door Mode  
Loitering – Object Ac3on  
Mask Detected – Object Ac3on  
Open – Door State  
Person Detected – Object Ac3on  
Vehicle Detected – Object Ac3on  
 
Note: There are many more op3ons available. These are just some of the op3ons available in Status. 
 
 
Time  
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Like “Ac3ve”, 3me allows you to specify a specific 3me in your And/or statement.  
 
   

 
 
 
Type  
 
Type is like “Events” in search. This will include any sub-op3ons for the Type. An example of this would be 
Object Ac3on would include all events that are an Object Ac3on, such as Person Detected, Vehicle Detected, 
Le\ Object and so on. This is a good op3on to use when you want to Trigger an Ac3on based on a broader 
scope of Condi3ons.  
 

 
 
This is a dynamic table and will con3nue to grow, but some op3ons you will see are:  
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Access Denied  
Access Granted 
Access Not Found  
Access Not Taken 
Access Taken 
Bafery State 
Device Connec3on  
Door Alarm  
Door Mode 
Door State  
Gateway Connec3on  
Mo3on  
Object Ac3on  
Pacs Device 
Pacs HW Status  
Place Lockdown  
Stream Status  
Tamper 
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Reports  
The Reports page is used to view and export informaQon about Access Control users and events. OpQons may vary for 
each report that you can run but are similar. We will start by covering the basics of the reporQng feature before 
describing each report type.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
First, click on the report type that you wish to work with:  
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Next, you will choose from the available opQons to generate your desired report. These OpQons are located along the 
top of the page:  
 

 
 
 
The first opQon is to select the Qme range for the report. You can either select the easy predefined opQons from the 
drop-down list (Such as last week, last 30 days etc.) or you can directly enter the specific Qme range you want to view.  
 
 

 
 
 
The next opQon is to select the Doors to include in the report. You can either scroll through the list of doors and select 
the doors you prefer, or you can use the search box to find specific doors and include them. As you select doors, you will 
the quanQty of selected doors represented inside the blue circle. In this example, we have one door selected and the 
number shown is “1”.  
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The third opQon is to select the people to be included in the report. You can either scroll through the list of people and 
select the people you prefer, or you can use the search box to find specific people and include them. As you select 
people, you will see the quanQty of selected people represented inside the blue circle. In this example, we have 5 people 
selected and the number shown is “5”.  
 
 

 
 
 
The final opQon is to select the Qme zone. By default, the Qme zone you are currently in will be selected. However, if you 
are remote to the site locaQon you may need to manually select the Qme zone desired. An example may be that you are 
in California but are running reports for a locaQon in Boston. In this example you would want to run the reports in the 
Eastern Time Zone, rather than Pacific.  
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User Ac=vity Report 
The User AcQvity report provides data based upon credenQal holder acQvity. It will display along with card holder name 
the credenQal ID number, event type (such as access granted) and the door that was interacted with.  
 

 
 
Door Ac=vity Report  
The Door AcQvity report provides data based upon door acQvity. It will display along with the door name the credenQal 
ID number, the card holder name, event type (such as access granted) and the door that was interacted with. In addiQon, 
this report will also show non-user related events such as connecQon status and bakery life informaQon for Aperio doors.  
 

 
 
User List Report  
The User List report provides does not provide acQvity related informaQon. This report is used to provide a list of all card 
holders at the selected scope. It will display name, credenQal ID #, email address, department, Qtle, and groups that are 
associated. This is helpful when you need to export a list from QxControl and import into other sooware systems.   
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Expor=ng Reports  
For each of these reports you can easily export the informaQon out of QxControl. Simply click on “Download” and you 
will receive a .csv file in your browser download area.  
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Places 
What is a place? 
The places tree is a mulQ-level hierarchy of places. Imagine the root structure of a tree, Qumulex is at the top, then 
integrators see their account and underneath the integrator are their customers and below that the customer’s sites and 
areas. 
 
The hierarchy is used to determine what a user of the sooware can see. This is then paired with the user’s role which 
defines what a user can do. It is this combinaQon of what and where that defines a users’ ability to operate in the 
sooware. 
 
There are four types of places 

Integrator The customer of Qumulex that sells and installs security systems 
Customer Customer of the integrator, where the security equipment is installed, i.e. End User 
Site A physical locaQon for a customer. Used if the customer has mulQple locaQons 
Area A secured area for access control and also a logical intermediate level in the hierarchy   

 
 

Examples 
A typical structure for an integrator named ABC Security with a customer named Bob’s Bramble Shop would look like: 
 

 
 

The doors coming into the shop would go from Outside (unsecured) to Common Areas (secured). The door for the 
manager’s office would go from Common Areas (unsecured) to Manager’s Office (secured). Cameras get put in places, 
and when something happens in a place, video gets recorded. Later, someone can search for events on the Manager’s 
door and see video clips from the cameras in the two places that door separates.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Qumulex

ABC 
Security Inc.

Bob's Bramble 
Shop

Common 
Areas

Manager's 
office Outside
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Below is an abbreviated example of a large organizaQon. 

 
   
As you can see, the hierarchy for a customer or integrator can be as simple or as detailed as necessary.  
 
A naQonal integrator might create a structure under their root account so that employees at each branch or region can 
only see and operate on their customers, but someone set up at the top level can operate on all customers and therefore 
can manage naQonal accounts or step in and help out on a regional account. 
 
 
 
When installing a system in the integrator’s office, create a ‘customer’ below the integrator’s root level and use that as 
the starQng point for the internal installaQon. This way a user can be added who can manage the company system and 
not see anything about any customers. The top of the hierarchy should look like: 
 

 
Once the hierarchy from the integrator to where you wish to place customers is set up, move on to the next step. 
(Typically, the basic integrator node is sufficient and nothing addiQonal is needed) 
 

Megacorp

North 
America

Northeast Southeast Midwest Northwest

Seattle 
campus

Building 
3948

Lobby Shipping Executive 
Offices R&D Labs Finance

Building 
3962

Lobby SMT Line

Portland 
Campus

Southwest

South 
America Europe Asia

Qumulex

Integrator 

Integrator's 
Office Customer A Customer B
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Scope 
Every user is assigned to a place in the places tree and can see everything located at that place and any place below. To 
make managing a large system or mulQple customers easier, use scope. Se^ng scope limits what is shown in the 
applicaQon to the place selected and anything below that place. This can be done from the Places page by selecQng a 
point in the places tree and clicking Set Scope under the AcQons menu or scope can be set while on any page, by clicking 
the folder tree icon in the upper leo which will bring up the Area’s Info page. Select the desired place and click OK. To 
revert, select clear scope under the AcQons menu. 

 
Places Ac=ons Menu 
The following acQons are available in the AcQons Menu:  

Set Scope: Set your Scope to the selected Area  

Clear Scope: Clear the Scope to the top of your available Hierarchy (See every Area you have permissions for)   
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Places: Create Place Menu 
The Create Place menu is access by choosing the “Create Place” bukon. You will use this menu to create an Area in 
QxControl.     

 

 

Once you click the Create Place Bukon, the Create Place Menu will appear:  
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Crea=ng a customer 
A customer (or end user) is where the system is installed. An Integrator would typically be the one to create a new 
customer while installing cameras and/or access control onsite. CreaQng a customer is done in the Create Place Menu. 
 
When se^ng up a new Customer, Qumulex will assign a Account Number and choose the Billing Period based upon the 
purchase order provided by the Integrator. The Qme zone will typically be automaQcally populated but is criQcal to many 
funcQons in QxControl and should be verified.  
 
You will need to verify or provide the customer’s name and address informaQon, and the choose “Create Place”. From 
there you can begin to setup any addiQonal Sites or Areas for this Customer.    
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Rules for Crea=ng a Customer 
In QxControl there are certain “rules” that should be followed to ensure that the hierarchy is set up correctly. You will 
likely receive an error message indicaQng the required correcQon if one of these rules is not followed. Here is a list of the 
rules to follow for the best results:  

Rule 1: An integrator must not have any other integrators, customers, or sites between itself and Qumulex. This means in 
other words that the Integrator account must always be at the top of their own hierarchy and should not akempt to 
place any folders above their own.  

Rule 2: A customer must have one integrator and no other customers, or sites between it and Qx. This means in other 
words that a customer should be a direct descendant of one Integrator account and should also not pass through 
another customer’s account to get there in the hierarchy.  

 Rule 3: A Site must have a customer above it, as a site is a descendant of a customer. It should not be directly linked to 
the Integrator. A site also may not have other sites above it as it is a direct descendant of a customer.   

Rule 4: Areas can be anywhere.  

 

 

 

Edi=ng Places: Place Dragging  
 

Qumulex has added the ability to drag and drop Places to make ediQng easier. By default, this is not enabled to avoid 
accidental movement of Places. To enable this feature, choose the “AcQons” menu and select “Enable Place Dragging”:  
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People 
In QxControl, a person will have credenQals of some type. A login to the sooware making them a user of the system is 
one type of credenQal. Badges, fobs, biometrics, etc. are also credenQals. A person is only created once for the enQre 
system and then is given whatever credenQals they need to do their job. Only a few people will have a login, most people 
will have some form of access credenQal for ge^ng in and out of a building. 
 
To see the people in the system, click “People” on the leo-hand navigaQon menu. With the people cards as shown to the 
right, if the desired person is not shown, scroll down to find them. If there are a lot of people, it can be much faster to 
use the search box and start typing some idenQfying informaQon. The search will search by last name, first name and 
employee id.  
 

 
People page (card view) 

 

Once you have found the person you want to manage, you can click on the card to edit them.  
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Person Info and Ac=ons  
Once you have clicked on a Person’s card you will see the info page. You will also see an AcQons bukon just below the 
Person’s name and their assigned Scope. The AcQons bukon will allow you to 1) Disable the Person and 2) Print a Badge.   
 
Please note: Currently there is no ability to edit or alter the format of the Badge when prinQng.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

AcQons bukon to Disable or 
Print a badge.   

Person informaQon and 
CredenQal informaQon    

These fields display Groups 
and Permissions that the 
person belongs to.  You can 
also select “View” to view 
the Group/Permission and 
see what other members 
are included.  
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Edit Person 
To edit a person, simply choose the “Edit Person” tab and you can easily change or add any new details or CredenQals 
required.  

Note: To set or change the Scope of what a Person has access to, choose the appropriate Place, and for People with 
QxControl log in access you must also choose a Role. This defines their level of access.  
 

 
 

Add or edit basic 
informaQon here, 
as well as set the 
user Scope.   

Add or remove 
Group 
memberships and 
select a Role.   

Add or view Access 
Control CredenQals.    

Save or cancel 
changes or delete 
the Person.     
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Crea=ng a Person 
When creaQng a person, at a minimum they need a first name, last name. Issuing an access control credenQal and group 
membership is required for door access. (The group membership will be given one or more permissions to get into 
specific areas based on a schedule.)  
 
To create a Person that logs into QxControl, the Person will need a Role assigned and an email address. 
 
To begin creaQng a new person, choose “Create Person”.  
 

  
 
 
This will present the “Create Person” page.  
 

 
Follow these steps to create a new Person: 
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1 - Set the 
Scope by 
assigning a 
Place         

2 – Enter basic Person 
Info and upload a photo         

3 – Choose 
a Role if the 
person will 
need to log 
in to 
QxControl          

4 – Add the 
Person to 
any Groups 
as required          

5 – Add any Access Control 
creden3als and then choose 
“Create Person”  
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The result will look similar to this:  
 

 
 

For more detailed informaQon on Groups or Roles, please visit the chapters that discuss these opQons.  

 
Note: If a user will need to login to QxControl, you MUST assign (1) a valid email address and (2) a Role must be 
assigned. If a user is unable to login to QxControl, check these items first.  

A user does not require an email address or role if they are simply an access credenQal user with no need to login to 
QxControl.   
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Groups 
A group is a collecQon of people. Many operaQons such as granQng access permissions use groups to make it easier and 
faster to configure your QxControl Site. 
 
In QxControl, a Group is one of three parts required to make up a Permission. To create a Permission you need:  
 

1) A group  
2) A Schedule  
3) The Permission itself  

For Door permissions, this is how People can access a Door with their CredenQal. By assigning a schedule and Group to a 
Permission you can assign access to a Door or group of Doors.  

 

Note: Pay close a;en<on to the Scope assigned to these components. As one example, If you create a Schedule that is set 
out of Scope (where it is assigned in Places) for the Group, or the Permission you may not be able to achieve the desired 
access level.  

 

In the future QxControl will expand and use Groups to control other levels of access or provide benefit in other ways. As 
of this revision of the User Guide, Groups is primarily used a component related to Permissions for Access Control.   

 
To view a Group, click on a Group Card.  
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The Group info page provides informaQon such as the list of People assigned to the Group, and any Permissions that the 
Group is assigned to.  
 
You can choose “View” on any of the People or Permissions and you will be taken to the associated Info page. (These 
pages are covered in the secQons covering People and in Permissions, respecQvely.)  
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To edit the Group, choose “Edit Group” from the Info page.  
 

 
 
From this page, you can:  
 

• Change the Group Name  
• Change the Place (Assign Scope)  
• Add or remove People from the Group  
• Add or Change the Thumbnail Image 
• Delete the Group  

 

Please remember that you can also assign a Person to a group from the People edit page.  

 

To create a Group, choose “Create Group” from the main Groups page.  
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To create a Group, you will need to enter the following informaQon:  

 

• The Group Name  
• The Place for the Group (Assign Scope)  
• Add People to the Group  
• Add the Thumbnail Image 

 

Once completed, choose “Create Group” to complete the process and save the Group.  
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Permissions 
A permission has three parts and is how you grant a group of people access to a place on a schedule (Group – Place – 
Schedule).  
 
For example, employees (group) have 7am to 6pm access (schedule) to the shipping area (place). 
 
 

 
Permissions Page 

 

To add a new permission, choose “Create Permission”.  
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To create a Permission, you will need to enter the following informaQon:  

 

• Choose a Group from the List  
• Choose a Place (Assign Scope)  
• Choose a Schedule 
• Add a Thumbnail Image 

 

Once completed, choose “Create Permission” to complete the process and save the Permission.  

 

Once saved you will see the Permission is automaQcally labeled based upon the three required components. (Group, 
Schedule and Place/Scope)  
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Once a Permission is created, the Permission info page will show:  

• The assigned Schedule  
• A list of People who belong to Groups assigned this Permission 

 
You can click “View” on any of the People and will be routed to their Info page.  

 

 

 

You can choose “Edit Permission” to edit any of these details.  
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Roles 
 

Roles define what privileges are assigned to an individual user in QxControl. You can either use one of the pre-defined 
roles provided in QxControl, or you can create a custom role.  
 

 
 

Roles page 
 

 
 
QxControl Pre-defined Role Privileges: 
 

• Administrator – Full permissions within the sooware 
• Live – View live video, see status, and control doors and cameras.    
• Live and Search – View live video, see status, and control doors and cameras, search and clips.  
• Live and Search no Control- View live video, see status, search and clips.  
• Manage People – Manage people, groups and permissions to an area. No view, search or config.    
• Poweruser – Full permissions but no ability to add a user.   

 
 
 

 

Roles are assigned in the People page, by ediQng a specific user. From the Role field, choose a role from the drop-down 
menu.  
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You can also click on any of the Roles to see a descripQon of the Privileges for the Role, and what People are assigned to 
the Role. You can also click on a user to see their Info page.    
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Crea=ng Custom Roles 
 
To begin creaQng a custom Role, choose “Create Role”:  

 

First, you need to provide a name and descripQon to help users understand what this role can do. You must also provide 
a Scope for where this custom Role can be used.  
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Next, you can begin to choose what Privileges that this custom Role will have. The term “Privileges” is like saying “what 
this Role is allowed to do”.  Privileges are grouped for easy idenQficaQon, but each desired Privilege must be chosen if 
desired. Complete this next step by choosing each individual Privilege that is desired:  

 

Note: If you select a Privilege that is dependent on another privilege, such as “clip management” in this case, the 
required privilege will change color and then also be selected, as “recorded video” in this example above.  

This is done to prevent accidental omissions resulQng in lack of funcQonality for a user who is assigned this role. Once 
you are saQsfied with your selecQons, choose “Create Role” at the bokom of the page:  
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Now you will see a profile for this Role in the Roles Page:  

 

 

Now you can create or edit a Person, and assign your new Role:  
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Gateways 
Gateways are especially important in the QxControl architecture and can be managed by using the Gateways page. 

 

Gateways page (Card View)  

 

 

 

Clicking on a Gateway will reveal the Gateway’s Info page. At the top of this page, you can choose “Config” to access the 
Cockpit interface.  

 

 

Cockpit is used to manage the Linux Ubuntu operaQng system and is available locally or remotely (with Cloud 
SubscripQon) to System Administrators who need to perform maintenance acQons for the Gateway itself. This access is 
easily gained by choosing the “Go To Webpage” opQon in the “ConfiguraQon” menu.  
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This will then present the Ubuntu interface in a new browser tab.  The OS password is unique to each gateway and was 
provided on the documentaQon that accompanied the gateway. 

 

 

The Gateway Info page also offers other informaQon, such as Gateway specific details like Serial Number and Status, as 
well as a list of Cameras and Doors that are installed on the Gateway. You can also view recent connecQon statuses, 
storage uQlizaQon and even your VPN IP Address.  
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The Gateway System tab contains informaQon about the sooware and build versions. This is especially useful for 
troubleshooQng and also prevents you from having to use Go To Webpage to access this informaQon.  
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Gateways: Networking Tab & Scheduling Bandwidth ThroOling   
 

The Gateway Networking tab provides feedback on bandwidth usage (similar to the Widgets used in Live) and also offers 
the ability to manage the amount of bandwidth that can be used for Cloud uploading, and when, based on a schedule. 
This is one of the most valuable pages in the QxControl applicaQon.  
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Bandwidth Metrics  

The Bandwidth Metrics charts allow you to monitor the network traffic from your WAN and LAN ports and can also be 
used to monitor the VPN (wg0) and Cloud Upload Traffic.  

 

You can choose to evaluate these metrics against Seconds, Minutes, Hours and Days. You can make this selecQon by 
clicking on the desired Qme metric at the top of the graph.  

By choosing the gear icon you can choose what Network Traffic is monitored. You can choose between LAN, WAN, wg0 
(VPN) and Cloud Upload.  

You can choose to monitor one, or all these opQons at once.  

 

 

Cloud Upload Metrics  

The next available graph is cloud upload metrics. This is useful to see how much traffic is being queued.  
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This is helpful to determine how much data is being queued/buffered and scheduled to upload to the cloud.  

 

You can change the Qme metric by selecQng Seconds, Minutes, Hours, or Days from the top of the Graph.  

 

Scheduling Bandwidth Throkling  

One of the most important aspects of the Networking tab is the ability to control how much bandwidth is available for 
cloud uploads and to base these constraints on a schedule.  

If no Bandwidth Schedule is assigned, QxControl will send all Gateway data required to the cloud in real Qme. If there is 
not enough bandwidth available, the Queuing system will stage it to synchronize as bandwidth is available.  

What if, however, we share the available bandwidth with other systems? What if we want to control how much ISP 
bandwidth QxControl consumes so that other systems are not disrupted?  

The answer to this quesQon is that we create a Bandwidth Schedule. This process is extremely easy and uses any 
available schedule. To begin creaQng our Bandwidth Schedule, choose “Add Bandwidth Schedule” at the bokom of the 
Networking Page:  
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The next step is to choose the desired bandwidth limitaQon:  

 

 

Next, Choose a Schedule from the drop-down menu. You can use any available schedule, or you can go to the Schedules 
Page and create a schedule just for this purpose.  
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Now that we have selected our desired limit and a schedule, you will see the hours where the throkling will be acQve 
displayed in the right-side display area. If you are pleased with the selecQons, choose “Apply Schedule” to save it.  

 

 

Once you saved the schedule, you will see two opQons in the Saved Schedule:  

First you will see that you can toggle the Schedule On/Off :  

 

 

 

Next you will see the opQon to edit the schedule.  
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Aoer choosing the blue edit bukon, you will be able to choose a new schedule or bandwidth limit as needed. You also 
have the opQon to “Remove Schedule” if it is no longer needed.  

 

 

 

Lastly, it should be noted that you can add mulQple schedules and either toggle them on/off or choose varying schedules 
that apply at different Qmes. This helps for more complex scenarios where you may have varying needs at different 
Qmes.  

However, be very careful to ensure that the schedules do not overlap in a way that interferes with the intended result.  

In most cases, you are best served to keep it simple and use as few schedules as possible.  
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Gateway Edit Page  

The Gateway Edit page allows you to: 

• Rename the Gateway  
• Choose the Place of the Gateway (Assign Scope)  
• Edit the thumbnail image that used for the Gateway   

If you edit any se^ngs on the Edit Gateway tab, choose “Save Gateway” to apply the changes.   
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Gateways: Discover Devices  
An extremely useful, and Qme saving feature is available from the Gateway management tabs. “Discover Devices” allows 
you to scan and find devices that you want to install in QxControl.  

When you first choose the Discover Devices tab, the Gateway will automaQcally choose an “Onvif” network scan and will 
present any available devices that have an Onvif profile that is compaQble.   

 

 

 

You can also choose to run the scan again by choosing the “AcQons” menu.  
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From the AcQons menu, you will have four opQons:  

Scope to Gateway – This very simply will set your scope to the scope of the Gateway itself. This is an easy way to reduce 
scope to only the site you are working with, without having to leave the Gateway Info Page.   

Arp Scan – Scan for all devices on a Network regardless of any available Onvif profile. This is useful if you are not seeing 
the devices that you intended, or if you are ge^ng incomplete informaQon from the Onvif profile. This will return all 
visible devices on the network and will require more filtering to sort and find the devices relevant to QxControl.  

Onvif Scan – This scan will only look for devices that have an Onvif profile. This opQon is preferable as you will not see 
devices that are incompaQble with QxControl (such as printers and laptops).  

Mercury Scan – This scan will only look for Mercury Controllers and SIO modules.  

 

Note: The Arp scan is best reserved as a second step when needed aoer first trying an Onvif scan.  

The following Device properQes will be shown aoer a scan:  

Type 

Make  

Model  

Name 

Ip Address  

MAC Address 

Firmware Version  

NIC (Indicates if the device was found on the LAN or WAN port of the Gateway)  

You can also toggle between showing devices already installed on your QxControl Gateway, or only showing non-installed 
devices. This is available by choosing the “Hide Connected” or “Hiding Connected” bukon:  
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Once you are saQsfied with your scan, you can now use Discover Devices to install one or mulQple Devices in QxControl.  

Start by clicking on any Devices that you wish to install (As many as you want) and then choose “Selected Devices” to 
conQnue to the next step:  

 

  

 

That will bring you to the next page, where you will need to click on each Device you want to add and provide the 
required details to install in QxControl.  
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Next, choose the first Device you want to install from the list by clicking on it. Enter the required informaQon then “OK”  
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Or choose “Next” to move to the next Device to configure. When a Device has been configured you will see the status 
change from “Needs Config” to “Installed”:  

 

 

Once you have configured all Devices that you wish to install, press “Add Devices”:  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The Add Devices bukon will grey out unQl all selected devices are added. If you wish to move forward without 
installing all of the selected Devices, choose the delete bukon on the far leo side of the row.  
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Once you choose “Add Devices”, you will then see a noQficaQon that the Devices have been created, and instrucQons on 
where you can find the Devices:  

 

 

 

You can also click on the row itself and it will take you to the Device’s Info Page:  
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Cameras 
Cameras are managed using the Cameras page. 

 

Cameras page 

 

Adding and Managing Cameras  
 
Adding a camera is easy and can be done from either the “Devices” Page, or, from the cameras page, choose “Create 
Camera” from the top menu. At minimum, you will need to enter the IP address, port (if other than Port 80) , username, 
and password, choose a Gateway from the drop-down menu, and then click save. QxControl will akempt to connect to 
the camera and if successful, will populate the make, model, firmware version and serial number automaQcally aoer you 
save the camera.  

Note for RTSP: Provide the appropriate Host Name and CredenQals to connect via RTSP using the same fields  
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Once a camera has been saved, you can now manage the camera se^ngs in QxControl.  

 

Cameras Page: Card View  
On the Cameras main page, you have the opQon to manage cameras from either Card or List view. This can be toggled at 
the top menu for the page itself. In this secQon we will focus on Card view opQons. Available acQons for each camera 
card are available in the 3-dot menu. For cameras you will have two opQons in the menu:  

Go to Search: This funcQon will take you to the search page with a tag pre-applied for this camera to quickly view events 
for this camera.  

Go To Live: This funcQon will take you to the Live page in a 1x1 layout allowing you to quickly begin live viewing this 
camera.  

You will also see status icons that are idenQcal to those displayed for camera widgets in Live.  
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Cameras Page: List View 
In this secQon we will focus on List view opQons. List view is higher density allowing more cameras per page than Card 
view. Also, there is more detailed informaQon available.  

Please note that due to the number of columns displayed, it may be advantageous to use a more focused resoluQon and 
slide your screen cursor leo and right to view all columns.   

 

Columns Displayed are the following:  

Name: Name of the camera.  

Place: Scope of the camera.  

Gateway: The Gateway that the camera is associated with.  

IP Address: The IP Address of the camera.  

Make: The manufacturer of the camera.  

Model: The model number of the camera.  

Serial Number: The serial number of the camera.  

Firmware: Version of firmware installed on the camera.  

Cloud Storage: The cloud storage subscripQon assigned to the camera.  

Enabled: Green check mark indicated camera is enabled. Red x indicates disabled.  

Status: Provides the status of the camera, whether it is online, offline.  

Stream Status: Provides the status of streams for the camera. MulQple streams will show as a green icon, only one 
indicates blue for more is desirable. Red indicates that the streams are all disconnected.  

View: This funcQon will take you to the Live page in a 1x1 layout allowing you to quickly begin live viewing this camera.  
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Camera Info Page  
 
SelecQng a camera from List or Card view will take you to the camera info page. This is where you manage and edit a 
camera that is installed in QxControl.  

 

In addiQon to the Top Menu, the camera info page provides the following:  

Live View: Live view of the camera. This view also allows full screen, digital PTZ, onscreen display and ediQng the OSD.  

Recent Events: Allows you to swipe leo and right to idenQfy recent events for this camera.  

Media Profiles: Displays Media Profiles and their connecQon status.   

Doors: Any door that is associated with this camera will be listed here. Choose “View” to visit that Door’s info page.  

Mul=-Sensor Rela=on: If the camera has mulQple sensors this field allows you to see the relaQon to the other sensors. 
Clicking on the other sensors will take you to their associate camera page.  
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The top menu provides addiQonal opQons under AcQons and Config. StarQng with AcQons, you will have similar opQons 
as the 3-dot menu for a Door Card in Card View.  

 

 

Go to Search: This funcQon will take you to the search page with a tag pre-applied for this camera to quickly view events 
for this camera.  

Go To Live: This funcQon will take you to the Live page in a 1x1 layout allowing you to quickly begin live viewing this 
camera.  

Choosing the Config bukon adjacent to AcQons, will provide you two opQons:  

Go to Webpage: This funcQon will take you to the camera’s web interface page to allow configuraQon of the device.  

Reconnect (Default SeVngs): This opQon is a shortcut to deleQng and re-adding a camera that is not funcQoning 
properly. Choosing this will cause QxControl to refresh the connecQon to this camera and the se^ngs associated with it.  

Reboot: Sends an Onvif call to the Camera and iniQates a power cycle  
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Camera SeKngs Page  
 
SelecQng Se^ngs above the Top Menu takes you to the Se^ngs page. This is where you can review and find valuable 
informaQon about the camera:  

Camera Configura=on: This will display the Gateway associated to this camera and provides a clickable link to the 
Gateway page. This secQon also displays the current cloud storage retenQon in days.  

Device Informa=on: This displays important informaQon about the camera such as the make, model, serial number, 
firmware version, IP Address and the username and password of the camera can be found here as well.   

Mul=-Sensor Rela=on: If the camera has mulQple sensors this field allows you to see the relaQon to the other sensors. 
Clicking on the other sensors will take you to their associate camera page.  

Clip Storage: Each cloud subscripQon (issued per camera) also includes 20GB of cloud storage for clips at no addiQonal 
charge. To help manage the available clip storage for each camera, Clip Storage used, and available, is displayed in the 
Clip Storage field.  

Note 1: If you save clips with no expiraQon date you will need to manually delete from the Clips page once 
storage is exceeded. It will not overwrite what is already stored.  

Note 2: Cloud clip storage is not offered for QxOP systems. (On-Premises) These systems will uQlize local storage 
onboard the Gateway for clip storage.  
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Edit Camera Page  
 
SelecQng Edit Camera above the Top Menu takes you to the Edit Camera page. This is where you can modify and edit 
se^ngs related to the camera:  

In the first field you can edit the camera name, enable/de-enable, change the Gateway associaQon, IP Address, Port, 
enable TLS, update the username and password, the Scope where the camera is available and the cloud storage opQon. 
You will also see a warning for mulQ-sensor cameras that changes may affect other cameras (sensors) that are akached 
to this one.  

Please Note: When you change se^ng for IP Address and username/password, you are changing the informaQon that 
QxControl uses to log in to the camera. This will not update the camera itself. You must log into the web interface of the 
camera and apply changes there.  

In the second filed you will see all available media profiles (streams) listed. You can use the Enabled opQon to enable or 
de-enable these streams in QxControl. For example, QxControl will ignore any streams not enabled.  Just below the 
media profiles you can save or cancel your changes or delete the camera.  
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Choosing Con9nuous or Event Based Gateway Recording  
 

In both On-Premises (QxOP) and Cloud (QxC+) applicaQons your Gateway will locally record and store video. How much 
local storage you have is dependent on the opQons you choose when ordering your Gateway.  There are ways to 
maximize your local storage, starQng with choosing which local recording mode you use. Let’s take a closer look at both 
to understand which is recording mode beker for you:  

Con=nuous  

ConQnuous recording mode will use the most local storage, as it stores conQnuously 24x7. This is useful for making sure 
all events are recorded regardless of moQon or analyQc triggers from your camera. In the case of ExporQng a clip to the 
cloud, using this recording mode also allows you to extend the duraQon of a clip.  

Note: A future update of QxControl will allow you to view and scrub through con<nuously recorded video. At this <me, 
you can only search for video based upon events.  

Event Based   

Choosing this recording mode allows you to record only when there is an event, such as moQon. Choosing this opQon is 
the most storage efficient recording mode and will allow a longer retenQon of locally stored video, depending on how 
many moQon events you have.  

Note: While more efficient in use of storage, you will not be able to extend the length of an exported video clip using this 
recording mode.   

Schedule for Con=nuous Recording  

Lastly you can assign a schedule for your ConQnuous recording. To create a schedule, visit the “Schedules” page. To use a 
schedule, choose from the available opQons in the drop-down menu.   

For clarity, this feature means that during the schedule Qmes you are conQnuously recording. Outside of those Qmes, you 
are Event Based recording.  
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Adding and Using Fisheye Cameras 
 

Adding a Fisheye camera is very similar to adding any other camera. There are, however, a couple of extra steps to 
consider so that your experience matches expectaQons.  

 

First, when adding a Fisheye camera to QxControl you need to ensure that you disable Dewarping of the Fisheye in the 
camera itself (edge dewarping), if you wish to record the full Fisheye view, use Digital PTZ to navigate the full viewing 
area, and Dewarp from within QxControl. For many cameras this should be the default se^ng.  

 

Second, be sure to enabled “Warped” for the selected streams when adding to QxControl. This will allow you to record 
the enQre viewing area and then Dewarp/DPTZ in both Live and Recorded footage to see your desired viewing angle.  
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When viewing Fisheye cameras, use the DPTZ funcQon to move around the Fisheye viewing area and see the desired 
viewing angle. 

 

 

  

Recorded clip showing warped view 
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Dewarped View  

 

Using your mouse or by pinching on mobile, you can easily navigate within the now dewarped view and see the angle 
you desire. This works on both Live and Recorded video.  
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Doors 
The Doors page is where Doors are managed and is the primary area that Access Control funcQons are managed and 
performed.   

 

 

You will use the Doors page for the following:  

• Add a new Door 
• Edit a Door  
• Operate a Door  
• Associate a Camera with a Door 
• View Door related events  
• Assign Groups and Schedules to a Door  
• Update and push new config, users and other se^ngs to Door Controllers 

 

As QxControl is a Unified Video and Access Control soluQon, there are other areas where some of these funcQons may be 
performed.  

• Devices Page – This page is used to create the “Device”, the Door Controller itself. You can also perform a Reboot 
of a Door Controller from the Config menu here.  

• Live Page – Use Door Widgets to operate doors from a View or Layout.  
• Search Page – Search for Door related events (Search Door Name, Doors, Person, Person Name, Event AcQons)  
• Create Schedules, Groups, Holiday Sets and Permissions that are assigned to these Doors from their respecQve 

pages.  
• Create Access credenQals and assign roles and disable users in the People page.  
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Adding Axis Door Controllers 
 

The first step in using Access Control in QxControl is to add a Door Controller. The process to add a Door Controller in 
QxControl is simple and easy. In this example we will add an Axis door controller. To add a new Door Controller, navigate 
to the “Devices” Page and select “Create Device” 

 

Next, we are presented with the “Create Device” Page. Choose Device Kind “Access” to reveal access control hardware 
opQons. You will need the IP Address, login and password, and then choose “Axis” for the Make.  
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Next, we can choose the Model of Axis, A1601 in this example, and we can choose the Device Protocol. We will choose 
Wiegand for this controller. Aoer choosing these opQons, we can then choose the Device ConfiguraQon. The A1601 is 
capable of being either a Single 2 Reader Door, Two One Reader Doors, or a Single 1 Reader Door with Aperio Wireless 
Lock.  We will choose Two One Reader Doors:  
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Now choose “Create Device” to save this new Door Controller. You can now visit the Info and Edit Pages to manage this 
controller from the Devices Page.  

 

Adding Axis Doors 
 

Now we are ready to install a door using our new Axis Door Controller. First, Navigate to the Doors Page and then select 
“Create Door” at the top leo of the Doors page.  
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This will present the Add Door Menu.  

 

 

 

 

You have the opQon to select and manage an exisQng device from the drop-down menu or use the fields below to add a 
new device. In this example we will add a new device.  

In the data fields below, enter the required informaQon to add the new Door Controller.  

Note: Before adding the Door Controller into QxControl you must first ac<vate it and install it onto the same network as 
your Gateway. As of this revision Axis A1001 and Axis A16001 are the supported Door Controllers that you can use. For 
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informaQon on how to iniQalize the Axis Door Controllers please see the links provided in the appendix at the end of this 
User Guide.  

You will need the following informaQon to complete this Field:  

1) The IP Address of the Door Controller  
2) MAC Address (if installing mulQple this helps idenQfy them)  
3) The username and password to log into the Door Controller  
4) The QxControl Gateway that you will associate with the Door controller  
5) Make and Model – At this Time it will be either an A1001 or A16001  
6) Will you use Wiegand or OSDP?  
7) A name and descripQon (Preferably you will use something that helps idenQfy locaQon)  
8) Will you configure this controller to operate one 2 reader door? Or two 1 reader doors?  

When complete, select the bukon labeled “Create Device” to move to the next step.  

 

Aoer choosing “Create Device” , you will now have the opQon to update the Door Controller to be managed by 
QxControl. To do this select “Update device” which is now available at the bokom leo of the Door page.  
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Aoer choosing “Create Device” you will also now see the next list of opQons for installing a Door will have appeared 
below the “Update Device” bukon.  
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This will now allow us to enter informaQon that is perQnent to the setup of the Door itself, now that we have configured 
and installed the Door Controller.  

 

 

Use the fields below to decide the following:  

1) Choose a name for the Door 
2) Choose a Camera to associate with Door acQons 
3) Choose a Schedule  
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4) Choose an “Area From” and an “Area To” – Use the Places page to set these up in advance  
5) Choose “Access Time” – How long will the door remain unlocked when a valid credenQal is presented?  
6) Choose your Door Contact. None, Normally Open and Normally Closed contacts are opQons.  

 

 

 

ConQnuing, use the fields below to decide the following for the Request to Exit (Rex):  

1) Choose a name for the REX 
2) Choose the Area this Rex grants access to 
3) Choose a “Default State” – Normally closed or Normally open 
4) “PIR Bypass – on or off 

 

Next, use the fields below to decide the following for the Readers. We selected “1 Door 2 readers” for this example and 
because of that we are presented with up to 2 readers we can configure for this door.  

If we had chosen 2 Doors 1 Reader, we would instead be presented with two sets of doors to configure following the 
Door Controller data entry fields.  
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For the Readers, enter the following:  

1) Reader Name 
2) Choose the Area this Reader grants access to 

 

 

Lastly, enter the following for the Lock:  

1) Lock Name  
2) Relay Open = Locked or Unlocked?  
3) Delay Qme before unlocking  

 

Aoer compleQng this last field, choose “Update Doors” to complete the installaQon.  
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Adding Mercury Controllers and SIO Modules  
 

The first step in using Access Control in QxControl is to add a Door Controller. The process to add a Door Controller in 
QxControl is simple and easy. In this example we will add a Mercury LP-2500 door controller with MR52 and MR50 SIO 
Modules. To add a new Door Controller, navigate to the “Devices” Page and select “Create Device” 

 

Next, we are presented with the “Create Device” Page. Choose Device Kind “Access” to reveal access control hardware 
opQons. You will need the IP Address, login and password, and then choose “Mercury” for the Make.  
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Next, choose the Model of board. In our example we will add an LP2500.  

 

 

Next, choose the Device Protocol. In our example we will choose Wiegand, then click “Create Device” to save our new 
controller.  
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Now that you have created the Device, we can edit and add SIO Modules to it. As you do so, you will see the amount of 
“CapabiliQes” increase. To begin, choose “Add Mercury Inventory”  

 

This will show a menu allowing you to choose an SIO module, one at a Qme. We will start with our MR52.  
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Now we see the MR52 listed, along with the individual capabiliQes for it. Above, you can see this is also reflected in the 
total capabiliQes of the Controller itself.  

 

When you hover over each icon, you will also see a tool Qp describing what the capability represents.  
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Now in our example, we can return to the “Add Mercury Inventory” field and select our MR50.  

 

You will now see the CapabiliQes field reflects the total of all SIO Modules plus the Controller 
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Aoer adding all your SIO Modules, you must click “Save Device” to complete the operaQon.  

 

You can now see the Serial number, model, and other info on the Device Info page. You are ready to install doors!  
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Adding Mercury Doors  
 

Once you have setup your Mercury Door Controllers and SIO Modules, you can begin creaQng doors. To get started, 
select “Create Door” at the top leo of the Doors page.  

 

 

Note: AlternaQvely, you can also choose from the Edit Devices page:  
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ConQnuing from the Doors Page, aoer choosing Create Door you will see available Controllers. We will choose the 
LP2500 in this example.  

 

You will then provide a name, choose a camera to associate with, Schedule, From & To Areas, Access Time, Door Contact 
and then what SIO you would like to assign the door to. Click on “Create Door” to save the new door and conQnue the 
process.  
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Now that the Door has been created, you can use the edit field to add more Door components. Click on the blue bukons 
to add Readers, Rex and Locks. Has the bukon turned Gray? That means you have added the maximum number of that 
component already, such as Locks in this example.  
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Once you have finished adding your Door components, choose “Close” to return to the Menu 
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Now choose “Save Device” to save the new door.  
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Aoer creaQng and saving the new door, you will likely see icons indicaQng that you need to push an update to the 
Controller to share these changes with it. In the AcQons Menu, you can push an update to all modified controllers at 
once:  
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Another item to make note of is the delay in compleQng the update. In most cases this will be instantaneous. However, 
there may be Qmes that the update may take a minute or two. Aoer compleQng the update our status icons are green, 
but the panel bukon is red. This will typically mean that changes were accepted but the Controller is compleQng the 
process. If you see this, wait a few minutes and it will most likely return to a green status.  
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Now before adding any other doors, you can hover over the bukon and see a tool Qp describing how many resources you 
have already used, and how many more the Controller can provide.  

NOTE: This tool Qp is based on the total potenQal of the Controller assuming maximum SIOs have been installed. This 
does not reflect your current configuraQon.  
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Lastly, if you visit the Door Controller Info Page, the Wiring Info Tab is subtle but offers some valuable insights.  

 

Each door component is listed individually and shows what SIO Module it is wired to. In this case, you see all three 
components are for the Parking Lot North Entrance Door and are connected to the MR52 used in our example.  

 

 

 

In the Ref column you will also see valuable informaQon. LK0-1-1, RX0-1-1, RD0-1-1 

LK = Lock , RX = REX, RD = Reader 
 
The first digit is the index of the reader/input/output for service to indicate which point is used 

The second digit is the data port for the connection  

The third digit is the driverID for the connection.  

NOTE: the index is auto generated for the next available resource. port and driverID is from the sio inventory for the 
selected device.  

This means that as you add doors and door components, you can choose what Controller/SIO Module to install to, 
but QxControl will auto-assign the inputs and outputs. The door contact takes the first available input on the SIO, 
then REX1, then REX2. The lock takes the first available output on the SIO. 

This field is used as a guide to help you understand where your door components are wired to on the module.  
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Adding and Using Aperio Doors – Axis Door Controllers 
 

Adding an Aperio door is very simple to do. You will follow the standard procedure for adding a new door from the 
previous secQon. It is important to choose the “Aperio” opQon for Device ConfiguraQon when se^ng up the Door 
Controller. NOTE: Currently you can only use Aperio in QxControl via an Axis Controller using the serial hub.  

When you reach the “Device ConfiguraQon” field, simply choose “Single 1 Reader Door with Aperio” from the drop-down 
menu.  

 

 

 

OperaQng an Aperio door is very similar to operaQng any other door type in QxControl. The primary difference is that 
you will also see a bakery status for the wireless Aperio hardware.  

You can see this status on a Door Card on the Doors Page, or on a Widget on the live Page:  

  

 

You can also see this on the Door Info Page. In the example above, the bakery icon is green to indicate the bakery is full 
or in good health. The example below shows a bakery that is exhausted, and needs replaced.   
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OperaFng Doors from Doors Main Page  
 

Once Doors have been added to QxControl, you can now manage and operate them. The first area available to you is the 
Doors Page. There are two opQons on this page. The first is “Add Door” described in the previous secQon. The Next is the 
“AcQons” bukon.  

 

 

 

The acQons available here are different than operaQng a Door in Live View or from within a Door itself because acIons 
used in this menu will apply to all Doors.  
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Using the AcQons Bukon from the main Doors page, will allow you to:  

• Lockdown all Doors at the current Scope   
• Release all Doors from a Lockdown  
• Update all Door Controllers at once  
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Next, from the main Doors page we can also operate the Doors individually.  

To pulse unlock, click on the padlock bukon of the Door you want to unlock.  

 

 

 

 

You will see the status change to unlocked, and then will revert aoer the unlock Qme has been fulfilled.  
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Choose the 3-dot menu in the lower right hand of the Door Card to show addiQonal operaQons.  

 

 

 

• Momentary Unlock – Pulse unlock the Door  
• Unlock Indefinitely – Unlock the Door conQnuously and ignore the assigned Schedule  
• Lock Indefinitely – Lock the Door conQnuously and ignore the assigned Schedule  
• Revert to Schedule – Reverse the acQon of Lock/Unlock Indefinitely, and Lockdown acQons and return to the 

assigned Schedule.  
• Emergency: Lockdown – Lockdown of this Door only, will not allow credenQal holder access below Admin level.  

 

Reminder: Lockdown and other ac<ons taken from a Door Card only apply to that specific Door and will not create this 
ac<on for any other Doors. Emergency Lockdown for an en<re site MUST be taken from the top level “Ac<ons” bu;on.  
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OperaFng Doors from an Individual Door Page  
 

To operate a door from its own Door page, click on the Door Card for the Door you want to Operate.   

 

This will reveal the individual Door page.  
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StarQng at the top menu, you have three pages to choose from: Info, ConfiguraQon and Edit Door.  

 

 

The Info page provides detailed informaQon on Events, Schedules, allows Door acQons to be taken and allows you to 
view the associated Camera while operaQng the Door.  

Press the “Unlock” bukon to pulse unlock the Door. You will see the status change to “Unlocked” then revert back.  
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Choose “AcQons” to reveal the other available Door acQons.  

 

 

 

 

The available acQons are the same as when operaQng an individual Door on the main Doors page.  

• Momentary Unlock – Pulse unlock the Door  
• Unlock Indefinitely – Unlock the Door conQnuously and ignore the assigned Schedule  
• Lock Indefinitely – Lock the Door conQnuously and ignore the assigned Schedule  
• Revert to Schedule – Reverse the acQon of Lock/Unlock Indefinitely, and Lockdown acQons and return to the 

assigned Schedule.  
• Emergency: Lockdown – Lockdown of this Door only, will not allow the door to be accessed from the locked side.  

 

 

 

 

Reminder: Lockdown and other ac<ons taken from a Door page only apply to that specific Door and will not create this 
ac<on for any other Doors.    
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Choosing “Config” offers two opQons:  

 

 

 
1) Go To Webpage – Similar to the FAB acQon for Cameras and Gateways, this will take you to the device webpage 

of the Door Controller (image below)  
2) Update – Push an update to the Door Controller aoer modifying se^ngs  
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Below the AcQon Bukons is a live view of the associated camera, and the Recent Events feed.  

 

 

 

Note: This presents a live view only of the associated Camera to allow a view of the Door prior to unlocking or taking 
acQons. To see recorded video of Door Events, use the Search page.  

 

 

 

Recent Events will display Door Events such as Access Granted, Access Denied, Door Status and shows what credenQal 
holder is associated with the Event.  
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     Newer Events     Older Events  

To view these Events, grab with your mouse cursor and scroll leo or right to move forward and backward through the 
Qmeline. This also makes viewing Events from a Mobile Device extremely easy:  

 

Below the Recent Events, the assigned Door Schedule is displayed.  
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Also displayed will be any Permissions that are assigned to the same Scope as this Door.  

 

The next tab over from the Info page, is the ConfiguraQon page.  

 

The ConfiguraQon page shows informaQon related to the Door(s) and the Door Controller.   
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This page is an excellent reference to find informaQon such as the Door Controller IP Address, Model Number and Serial 
Number. You can also view how many Readers are assigned to the Door, Locks and other related info.  
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The last tab is the “Edit Door” Page. This allows you to change any of the iniQal se^ngs you configured when first adding 
the Door to QxControl.  
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Using Lockdown in QxControl  
 

QxControl offers four locaQons in the app that allow you to iniQate a Lockdown condiQon. A Lockdown condiQon is where 
all doors are inaccessible from the locked side, even with an access credenQal.  

 

Single-Door Lockdowns 
 

The first place you can iniQate a Lockdown, is in the 3Dot Menu of a Door Widget in Live. IniQaQng a Lockdown from this 
menu ONLY iniQates a Lockdown of this individual door.  
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You can also iniQate a single-door Lockdown from the AcQons Menu of a Door Info Page:  

 

 

For both single-door Lockdown condiQons, you will choose the opQon “Revert to Schedule” to remove the Lockdown 
condiQon from the same menu used to iniQate it:  
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Scope-Level Lockdowns 
 

The next form of Lockdown is a “Scope-Level” Lockdown, meaning you will Lockdown all doors within your current scope.  

The fastest way to iniQate a Lockdown of all doors in a Scope (such as an enQre building, or campus) is to:  

(1)  Use the Scope Selector, found at the top of every page in QxControl, and ensure your en3re Scope is 
selected:  

 
 

(2) You can see in this example, the site that we want to Lockdown is Qumulex Customer, and this site is 
already the current scope. 
 
If you are viewing mul3ple sites, you would want to set the scope to the correct individual site and 
ensure that you do not Lockdown more sites than necessary.  

 
For example, if you have a site in Columbus that is experiencing an emergency, you do not necessarily 
need to Lockdown your sites in Cincinna3 and Cleveland.  
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(3) A\er verifying and selec3ng the desired Scope, you can choose the “Lockdown” bufon just to the le\ 
of the Scope bufon. Just like the Scope bufon, the Lockdown bufon is available on all pages of the 
app.  

 
 
Note: If you are set to an Integrator Level Scope, the Lockdown bukon will be unavailable. This prevents an accidental 
Lockdown of all customers assigned to an Integrator.  

 

(4) The Lockdown bufon must be pressed THREE 3mes to ini3ate the Lockdown condi3on. There is a 
counter in the bufon itself that will appear:  

 

       
 
 

(5) A\er the third click the Lockdown will ini3ate and you will see the bufon disabled temporarily to avoid 
accidentally removing the Lockdown. You will also see a red glowing indicator at the top of every page 
in the App to show that you are in a Lockdown condi3on:  
 

 
 

(6) To remove the Lockdown condi3on, simply click the Lockdown bufon three 3mes:  
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(7) This will present you with a warning message to ensure that you intend to remove the Lockdown. 
Choose “Yes, Release Lockdown” to return to your previously scheduled condi3on:  

 
 

The fourth and final place in QxControl where you can iniQate a Lockdown is on the Doors Page. From the AcQons Menu, 
choose “Lockdown all Doors in Scope” to iniQate and “Release Lockdown in Scope” to remove it:  

 

Lockdowns: Places Page  
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You will see an indicator in the Places Tree when a lockdown has been enabled when using both single door and scope 
level lockdowns. Affected Areas will be shaded in red.  

This is to provide context on what areas are locked down and is another way to draw akenQon to the lockdown 
condiQon. In the case of a QxControl account where a School District or Municipality is the customer, they can more 
easily see what sites are affected, as an example:  

 

 

RetenFon of Access Control AcFvity   
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All door acQvity, such as cardholder events or when a door has been accessed, will be retained in QxControl for a period 
of 6 months. This means that you can run a report on acQvity that has occurred up to 6 months from the date that you 
search or run a report.  

 

It should be noted that the availability of any associated video will be limited to the standard retenQon for that video. For 
example, if I have a 30-day subscripQon for my cameras and I search a door event from 3 months ago, the door event will 
sQll be present but will be displayed with “no video”.  

 

If you wish to retain video for a longer period of Qme, simply refer to the Clips page on how to export to the clips page 
and set your retenQon opQon to the desired length of Qme or set to not expire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Views  
 

The Views page allows you to manage and edit Views that are created in the Live page.  
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Views page 

 
Click on any of the Views to see the Views Info Page. Here you can set the View as Default and you can also see what 
Widgets are included in the View.  
 

 
 
From the “Edit View” page you can:  
 

• Edit the name of the View 
• Assign the Place (Scope) of the View 
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• Toggle On/Off allowing the View to be set as Default  
• Delete View  

 
 

 
 

To confirm all changes, choose “Save View”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Schedules  
 

Schedules can be used in several areas such as the unlock schedule for a door, the access schedule for a group of people 
in a permission, camera recording schedules and the rules engine. 
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Schedules page 

 
There are two default schedules that are read-only. Always and Never. As their names imply, always means acQve 24x7 
and never means never acQve.  
 
A common simple access control setup is to give the door a never schedule and cardholders a permission with the always 
schedule. This would mean that the doors are always locked (Never Unlocked), but the cardholders always have access to 
unlock the doors with their credenQals.  
 
In addiQon to these two schedules any number of custom schedules can be created.  
To create a new schedule, choose “Create Schedule”, give the schedule a name, descripQon (OpQonal) and place , then 
one or more segments for each day of the week as needed.  
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To create a segment, first choose your desired start Qme and click inside the cell. You will also noQce that the cursor will 
change and show that you can drag the cell to a new Qme with your cursor. The Qme displayed in Start & Stop will 
change as you move it around.  You can also manually enter a start Qme in the “Start” box.  

 
 
Important!!!: Each block represents an individual segment and Mercury based panels limit to 12 segments per schedule.  
Do not fill in one block at a Qme for a segment. Enter the start/end Qme or drag for one conQnuous segment.  
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Aoer choosing your Start Qme, you now choose an End Qme to complete the segment. The easiest way to enter a Qme 
manually is to first highlight what you wish to change with your cursor. Then, you can type in a numeric value or select 
AM/PM. You also should highlight the value to use the up and down arrows to change the value.  
 

 
 
You will see the segment appear as a green shaded area that will display the Qme for that day based upon the Start & 
End Qmes entered.  
 
While sQll highlighted, you will also the opQon to “Remove Blocks” if you wish to delete the segment you have created.  
 
ConQnue this process to create more segments for your schedule as desire, then choose “Create Schedule” to save your  
new schedule.  
 
Important!!!: Each block represents an individual segment and Mercury based panels limit to 12 segments per schedule.  
Do not fill in one block at a Qme for a segment. Enter the start/end Qme or drag for one conQnuous segment.  
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Once created, you will then see the newly created schedule’s Info Page, which will display the schedule segments you 
have created.  
 

 
 
You will also scroll down and be able to see any resources that are using the schedule. The available resources are 
Cameras, Doors, Permissions and Rules.  You can click on the resource to view it.  
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The last component to a Schedule is to apply and manage a Holiday Set, if desired. Holiday Sets are excepQons to a 
schedule for Holidays or other scheduled occurrences. Use the Holiday Sets page to create your Holiday Sets, which is 
covered in the next chapter. In this chapter we will cover how to apply and manage a Holiday Set within a Schedule.  
 
Important!!!: (1) Holiday Sets will automaQcally be applied to all doors on a controller.  (2) Holiday Sets will fail to work if 
mulQple Holiday Sets are used that will overlap. Be sure that Holiday Sets do not overlap.  
 
 
The first step is to click on “Manage Holiday Sets”.  
 

 
 
 
 
Then, choose from the available Holiday Sets 
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Aoer selecQng the Holiday Set, you will now see a new set of blocks to create a segment. This is used to determine the 
hours that apply to the Holiday Set.  
 
Use the same procedure that was uQlized to create the Schedule segments  
 

 
 
You can add mulQple Holiday Sets to a schedule, and this is very helpful to manage the schedule variaQons you may need 
for your operaQon. For example, here we have applied two schedules: Headquarters Facility Holidays and Inventory 
Count.  
 

 
 
 
In this example, for any Holiday the facility is closed, and the doors are scheduled to be locked for the enQre day.  
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For Inventory Count, the facility is open from 8:00AM to 8:00PM to facilitate the monthly inventory count.  
 
You can see in the Holiday set itself, these counts are done on one Sunday per month:  
 

 
 
By creaQng mulQple Holiday Sets, you can manage and prepare in advance for many variaQons to your everyday door 
schedule.  
 
Important!!!: (1) Holiday Sets will automaQcally be applied to all doors on a controller.  (2) Holiday Sets will fail to work if 
mulQple Holiday Sets are used that will overlap. Be sure that Holiday Sets do not overlap.  
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Lastly, you can view the Schedule’s Info Page to see what Holiday Sets are applied to a Schedule 
 

 
 
 
Just like all other resources, you can click on each Holiday Set displayed to view or edit.  
 
Important!!!: (1) Holiday Sets will automaQcally be applied to all doors on a controller.  (2) Holiday Sets will fail to work if 
mulQple Holiday Sets are used that will overlap. Be sure that Holiday Sets do not overlap.  
 
Important!!!: (1) When applying a door schedule that is not a 'Never' Door schedule and you have a schedule that sets a 
Qme to be unlocked (Example: 9-5 M-F unlocked), there must be an addiQonal permission added to the door using the 
“Always” schedule. 
 
Failure to do this will result in the system not honoring the unlock schedule.  
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Holiday Sets 
 

A holiday set is a collecQon of dates. Holiday sets are used to tell a Door Controller, rule or anything else that uses a 
schedule when to override the schedule, and what to do instead. When a holiday set is akached to a schedule, you can 
edit what hours to apply to the Holiday Set.   

 

 

To create a holiday set, choose “Create Holiday Set”.  
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You will then provide a Name, DescripQon (OpQonal) and Place for the Holiday Set. Then click on each day you want to 
include in the Holiday Set. The selected dates will be displayed in the far right column.  

 

 

 

Then choose “Create Holiday Set” once you are saQsfied that all dates have been selected.  

 

 

 

 

Important!!!: (1) Holiday Sets will automaQcally be applied to all doors on a controller.  (2) Holiday Sets will fail to work if 
mulQple Holiday Sets are used that will overlap. Be sure that Holiday Sets do not overlap.  
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Aoer your new Holiday Set has been created, it will be displayed on the Holiday Set’s Info page and you can scroll up and 
down to view the selected dates using the scroll bar.  

 

 

You can also scroll down and view what Schedules are using the Holiday Set.  As always, you can click on the Schedule to 
view or edit it.  
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Appendix 
 

Links to more informa=on about the Axis Door Controllers  
A1001  

hkps://www.axis.com/en-us/products/axis-a1001 

hkps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AllB3IFdeLc 

A1601  

hkps://www.axis.com/en-us/products/axis-a1601 

 

Links to more informa=on about Qumulex  
hkps://www.qumulex.com/ 

hkps://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0wnbvAnAJNRoySH15FnPpg 
 

https://www.axis.com/en-us/products/axis-a1001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AllB3IFdeLc
https://www.axis.com/en-us/products/axis-a1601
https://www.qumulex.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0wnbvAnAJNRoySH15FnPpg

